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Man first
charged
under law
OWENSBORO. Ky. (AP) —
A convicted sex offender indicted Tuesday by a Daviess COunty grand jury is the first person in the county charged under
Kentucky's version of Megan's
Law.
Marvin Eugene Mattingly, 50,
of Owensboro, was indicted for
failing to properly register his
address and as a seconddegree persistent felony offender
Mattingly was listed as a
high-risk, or lifetime, registrant
because of a March 1993 conviction on multiple sex charges.
The indictment charges that
Mattingly failed to notify the
probation and parole office of
a change of address between
May 1 and Aug. 3 and failed
to provide a verified address
to the Kentucky State Police,
which he is required to do
every 90 days. according to
court records.
Kentucky instituted its version of Megan's Law in January 1999. The law was aimed
at monitoring the whereabouts
of convicted sex offenders after
they were released from prison.
Legislators strengthened the
measure during the 2000 General Assembly, establishing a
felony charge for sex offenders who do not properly report
their address.
"(Megan's Law) doesn't
mean anything unless you put
some teeth into it," said Commonwealth's Attorney Jay
Wethington.

Restocking
of river
continues
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Slowly, the water poured out
of the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources truck backed
down a boat ramp into the
murky, green Kentucky River.
Some small shadows could be
seen interrupting the flow.
There were 25, nine-inch
muskelunge dumped into the
river at Frankfort Wednesday
morning. Similar numbers were
let into the pools behind dams
1-3, farther downstream.
It was a small part of a
massive undertaking to stock
some 1.3 million fish into the
lower Kentucky River to replace
approximately 227,000 fish lost
in a massive kill after a fire
at a Wild Turkey distillery warehouse on May 9.
Ted Crowell, assistant fisheries director for the Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, said the differences
in numbers tries to take into
account natural selection.
Of the roughly 250,000 fingerling largemouth bass that
have already been stocked,
Crowell said relatively few probably survive, with the rest of
the 3/4- to 1 1/2-inch fish
serving as food for others.
Though only nine inches as
they spilled out of the truck
into the river, musky can grow
to a few feet long and up to
30 pounds. "They are top of
the line predators," Crowell said.

THURSDAY

Work projects affect MSU parking
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
-We've got a variety of things we want
Staff Writer
to get done before school starts," SoutherWhen students drive into town for their land told the MSU Staff Congress Wednesfirst day of classes at Murray State Uni- day.
versity in two weeks, they may have to
The reality, though, she said, is that
bring their walking shoes with them.
most of the projects will not be finished
According to Dr. Mittie Southerland, until around October, meaning everyone
MSU director of public safety, the current from staff to students will have to squeeze
state of parking at the university looks in for the first two or three months of the
"pretty grim" because of all the construc- semester.
tion and renovation projects.
"For the students that live on campus,

the parking won't be that different," Southerland said. "It's the commuters that it's going
to affect."
Commuters will see 84 parking spaces
unavailable for use while the new addition
to the Special Education Building is being
constructed. Once the addition is completed, which is not scheduled to happen until
nearly 2002, 55 spaces in the area will be
permanently eliminated.
In all, as many as 248 parking spaces

could be blocked off when classes begin.
The list of affected areas includes:
• Franklin Hall - 14 spaces blocked off
for cable rewiring project.
• Elizabeth Hall - 40 spaces blocked off
for repainting of the dorm. "If that's not
done by move-in day. we're going to have
some problems," Southerland said. She also

III See Page 2

Dealer
braces for
tire recall
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Rob Richey fielded "well over 100" telephone
calls when concerns about Bridgestone/Firestone tires
were made public a week or so ago.
Now, Murray's only authorized Firestone associate dealer is bracing for a wave of motorists seeking replacement of their tires in the wake of Wednesday's announcement of a national recall of 6.5 million Bridgestone/Firestone tires.
"I'll have to schedule (just) so many a day,"
said Richey, whose University Tire and Auto on
West Main Street has only four employees.
He said it takes 30 to 45 minutes to remove,
replace and balance four tires on a vehicle. "I can't
do them all in a week."
The tires being recalled are the P235/75R15 size
radial ATX and ATX II tires, which have been
pulled from the market place, and the Wilderness
AT tires with serial numbers that begin with "VD."
Richey said motorists have been worried that all
Firestone tires are bad after reports came out that
certain types of tires might separate from their casings. Such cases have been linked to about 300
accidents that caused 46 deaths in the last three
years.
What most people don't realize, Richey said, is
that the tires being recalled are those used on light
trucks and sports utility vehicles.
About 70 percent of the tires in question are
used by Ford on their light trucks and sport utility vehicles, especially the Explorer, as well as some
Nissan, Toyota and Subaru vehicles.
After the reports surfaced, Richey said his office
was covered up with questions.
"I can't do my work for the phone calls," he
said. "I had I don't know how many stop by."
Motorists need to stop by now that Bridgestone/Firestone has issued a recall and offered to
replace the questionable tires so Richey can verify
that their tires are the ones being recalled.
"I won't do it over the phone," Richey said.
Richey said he will schedule appointments for

• See Page 2

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
CAN'T HARDLY WAIT...Anxious students and their parents wait outside before North Elementary School
unlocked its doors Thursday morning, beginning the first day of school for students in the Calloway
County School District.

Reform feud intensifies
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP)
A deeply fractured Reform having their own convention is because they have lost in the
Party formally opens its convention Thursday with one fac- legitimate convention. We'll be bringing over 70 percent of
tion battling presidential candidate Pat Buchanan and threat- the delegates won fair and square in some 50 states."
ening to hold a breakaway gathering nearby.
The anti-Buchanan forces were preparing to ask federal
Buchanan backers "have attempted to take over control through elections officials to block him from receiving the $12.5 milsome predatory tactics," former chairman Russ Verney assert- lion in federal matching funds that comes with the nominaed Thursday. Interviewed on NBC's "Today," Verney said tion.
Buchanan and his campaign manager and sister, Bay Buchanan,
"The papers are on a plane to Washington," said Jim Man"stuffed the ballot box with 500,000 names but they, will not gia, head of the contingent trying to stop Buchanan.
The split that began Tuesday with Mangia's faction stormrelease the information to show they are valid voters."
ing out to name its own national committee members widened
The nominee is selected by mail ballot.
Bay Buchanan, interviewed on the same program, retort
ed: "The reason they are walking out of this convention and • See Page 2

Anderson students
ready for Cheney visit
LAWRENCEBURG, Ky.(AP)
— Anderson County High School
was bustling Wednesday, busy
with students back for the first
day of classes and campaign officials preparing for a visit Thursday by vice presidential candidate Dick Cheney.
"We've had a lot of people
in here making preparations,"
said Assistant Principal Chris
Powell.
Students weren't officially told
details of the Cheney visit until
just as school was dismissing for
the afternoon, Powell said.
"We've tried to keep it calm
today," she said. "We need to

Tonight .Mostly clear. Low
in the mid 60s. Light wind.
Friday.. Mostly sunny. High
around 90.
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start things off in an organized
fashion."
The campaign stop Thursday
will be Cheney's first trip to
Kentucky since joining the Republican ticket. Republican presidential nominee George W. Bush
already has made several campaign stops in Kentucky.
Cheney, a former Defense secretary and ex-congressman from
Wyoming, will fly to Lexington
and head directly to Lawrenceburg for an early afternoon visit
with students, said Scott Douglas, a spokesman for the Bush
campaign.
Cheney will speak in the school

gymnasium to students from the
high school and the Anderson
County Middle School, Powell
said.
"I think they're going to be
very proud that our school was
chosen as a site for his visit,"
Powell said. "It's my hope that
it will spark further interest in
government and politics for the
student body. They'll remember
this all their lives, especially if
he's chosen."
Cheney is making a swing
through several key Midwestern
states in the days leading up to

• See Page 2

Principal declines offer
to speak at convention
DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo
DETAIL WORK...Joe Michuda of Mid-South Coating in Melber, Ky., paints the trim around windows on the east exterior of Richmond Residential College at Murray State University.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — Audubon Elementary School principal Diane Embry has turned
down an invitation to speak at next week's Democratic National Convention because it coincides
with the start of the school year.
Embry received a call from Jody Sacol. deputy
communications director for Democratic presidential candidate Al Gore, on July 29. Sacol asked
Embry to speak about successful school improvement. Embry turned down the offer two days later.
President Clinton visited Audubon Elementary
on May 3. It was the first stop on his two-day.

four-city "Education Reform- tour. The school was
selected by Clinton as an example of a school
that excelled academically despite a high level of
poverty among its students.
"I know it's an honor." said Embry. who is a
Democrat. "but like our motto says, 'It's About
Kids.' "
The convention runs from Aug. 14-17 in Los
Angeles. Audubon students start classes on Aug.
16.

M See Page 2
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EVENING
Pick 3:
MIDDAY
7-2-5
Pick 3:
Pick 4:
2-3-1
7-1-7-2
Pick 4:
Cash
5:
0-6-0-2
13-19-27-31-34
Lotto Kentucky:
5-6-9-32-39-41

No one comes
out the same.

(For more information about
the recall, call the Bridgestone/Firestone customer service hotline at
800-465-1904 or visit the Web site:
wwwbridgestone-jirestone.corn)

CORRECTION
A story about the candidate filing deadline in WedneVay's
Ledger & Times incorrectly listed
Joseph "Jay" Allison as a candidate
for the Murray City Council. His
name is Joseph "Jay" Morgan

SUBSCRIBE

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Detet:tive Sgt. Max Parrish recovered a Yamaha 2000 4-wheeler
Wednesday that had been reported stolen from Henry County, Tenn., in
late July. The discovery came after a tip that the vehicle, which was taken
from The Great Outdoor Store in Paris, Tenn., might be hidden in the New
Concord area. It was found near Lax Road. Charges are pending against a
suspect.
Murray Fire Department
• Firefighters cleared smoke from the Rex Paschall home at 415 Sycamore St Wednesday night when a stove caught fire. The fire was put out
with baking soda before the eight firefighters in three trucks arrived.
(Information gathered from logs, citations and/or reports from respective agencies.)

Latin America meeting planned
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov.
Paul Patton plans a conference in
January on Latin America, a rapidly growing market for Kentucky
goods and services, administration
officials said Wednesday.
The conferee would cover
business, agriculture, tourism, academia, culture and local government in Mexico, Central America
and South America, a statement
from Patton's office said.
The three-day conference is'to
begin Jan. 8 at the Kentucky International Convention Center in

Louisville. Secretary of the Cabinet Crit Luallen was announcing
it at a World Trade Day luncheon
in Lexington.
Latin American markets for Kentucky products and services grew
exponentially in the 1990s. Exports
to Brazil increased 847 percent,
placing it with Mexico among the
state's top 10 trading partners,
according to the Cabinet for Economic Development.
Conference organizers hope to
attract 800 participants, as well as
dignitaries from Mexico, Brazil,
Argentina and Chile.

Opponents file lawsuit
over proposed marina
LEXINGTON;Ky.(AP)— Op- he thinks that the corps carefully
ponents of a proposed new marina evaluated all the environmental evion the Kentucky River has sued the dence and comments presented at
a
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in June 1 hearing in Harrodsburg.
federal court, saying it did not
"We're confident the corps' deproperly evaluate the project's po- cision is the correct one," he said.
tential environmental impact as reOwen said campground develquired by law.
oper Sonja Allen and her family
The Palisades Protection Group have been "berated" by the Palifiled the lawsuit Wednesday in sades Protection Group from the
U.S. District Court in Lexington. beginning.
Named as defendants are the corps
Hank Graddy Jr., a Midway atand Cummins Ferry Campground, torney, said the Palisades
Protecwhich won approval from the corps tion Group will ask a
judge to halt
last month for a permit for the ma- completion of the 632-f
oot-long
rina across from Cummins Falls.
marina, which would be the largest
David Owen, an attorney for on the river, with space for 50
Cummins Ferry Campground, said boats.

II Cheney ...
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next week's Democratic National
Convention in Los Angeles.
Lawrenceburg is in Kentucky's
6th Congressional District, where
freshman Rep. Ernie Fletcher is
locked in a tough race with former Democratic Rep. Scotty
Baesler.
Fletcher said he will appear
alongside Cheney to talk about
education.
"We're talking about improv-

ing education, about giving control back to parents and teachers,"
Fletcher said.
Although voter registration in
Anderson County is almost 75 percent Democratic, the last time voters there favored a Democrat for
president was in 1980, when Jimmy
Carter outpolled Ronald Reagan.
In 1996, Anderson County voters
supported Republican Bob Dole
by fewer than 100 votes over Bill
Clinton.

MichaelBobo,D.D.S.,M.D.
Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeon
isjoining the medical practice of
Dr.Michael Ridley
Medical Arts Building,Suite 109E
300South Eighth Street
Munay,Ky.42071
Foran appointment,call
270-759-4063

native of Mt. Pleasant, Tenn., Michael Bobo, D.D.S., M.D., has joined
Dr. Michael Ridley's practice in oral and maxillofacial surgery. His services
include dental extractions, dental implants, corrective jaw surgery, oral and
facial pathology, TMJ surgery, facial trauma and facial plastic surgery.
Dr. Bobo earned his doctor of dental surgery degree in 1994 from the

The YMCA has a way of changing people's lives.
And it doesn't seem to matter if you're young, old, or somewhere in between.
For example, with our fitness programs you might have a change in your body. Or
because of our youth, family and volunteer programs, you might feel a change inside,
about yourself and your relationship with others.
In any case, the Y affects different people in many ways. With all kinds
of different programs and activities. Yet one thing doesn't seem to
change. And that is, when you go into the YMCA,you don't come out the
same. You come
out a little better.

The Family YMCA.It's for all of you.N

• 808 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY • 759-9622 2ti

•

University of Tennessee at Memphis. He earned his medical degree in 1997
at Vanderbilt University. He completed his internship in general surgery at
Vanderbilt University Medical Center in 1998, while completing his residency in
oral and maxillofacial surgery at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in 2000.
Dr. Bobo is a member of the American Association Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons.
American Medical Association, and the American Dental Association.
To schedule an appointment, call 270-759-4063.
Michael Bobo, D.D.S., M.D.
Oral& Maxillofacial Surgeon
Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth Street
Suite 109E
Murray. Ky. 42071
270-759-4063
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Report:329 physicians disciplined

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
OPENING DAY...A North Elementary School student is escorted by her parents Thursday morning on the first day of
school for the Calloway County School District.

Williams refuses to give
up seat despite charges
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) — Mathias Williams Jr. says he won't
resign his seat on the Harlan County school board, despite child
pornography charges against him.
Williams, 51, was charged Monday with one felony count of distributing obscene material depicting minors. He said he will enter
an innocent plea at his arraignment, which is scheduled for Aug.
25.
"I'm definitely going to fight
this because I don't feel I've done
_anything wrong. I think I was set
up big-time," said Williams, who
is also a caseworker for the state
Cabinet for Families and Children
and an ordained Baptist minister.
Investigators said 17 pieces of
child pornography were found on
,the hard drive of Williams' home
computer by a repair technician.
Authorities found no evidence that
the material involved children from
the Harlan area.
Although officials said there is

no evidence to show Williams
intended to distribute the material, state law requires the distribution charge if more than one piece
of pornographic material is
involved.
If convicted, Williams could
serve up to five years in prison.
He was indicted by a Harlan County grand jury last week.
Williams has been a school board
member since 1993. If he is convicted, state education.officials said
they might try to remove him,
said Lisa Gross, spokesman for
the state Department of Education.
Families and children cabinet
spokesman Mike Jennings said
Williams would be fired from his
office position if he is convicted.
Williams, who describes himself as a "maverick" on the school
board,said he believes political enemies in Harlan County may have
sent pictures to his computer.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky's Board of Medical Licensure disciplined 329 physicians for
alcohol or drug abuse, incompetence and other offenses between
1990 and 1999, according to a
new report by a national watchdog group.
Public Citizen issued the rankings Tuesday in a report that cited
"20,125 questionable doctors"
nationwide. The report called Kentucky one of the 10 "best states"
in 1999 because it took serious
disciplinary action against doctors
so often.
In 1999 alone, the board suspended, revoked or restricted doctors' licenses 54 times. That ranked
sixth highest among states imposing sanctions last year against physicians.
The state had 9,115 licensed
physicians in 1999, the report said.
Alaska had the highest sanctioning rate in the country, the report
said. With 1,160 doctors, the state
took 12 serious disciplinary actions,
for a rate of 10.34. Delaware, with
2,029 licensed doctors, took only
two serious actions, and had the
lowest rate in the nation, a little
less than one per 1,000 licensed
doctors.
In the past nine years, Kentucky has ranked as high as fifth,
in 1993, and as low as 16th, in
1992.
Dr. Danny Clark, a Somerset
obstetrician and president of Ken-

Kumbo •
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear

1

tucky's board, said the panel hasn't changed its basic approach to
investigating complaints against
doctors and continues to "look at
every complaint individually" while
striving for consistency.
"We probably are a little harder to get along with than some
other licensure boards," Clark said,
"but we try to do what we are
charged to do — protecting the
public."
The report is a step in the right
direction, said Andree Mondor, a
Louisvillian who has fought for
stronger punishment for doctors
who sexually abuse patients.
People who read some of the
more than 800 listings detailing
the cases in which Kentucky doctors have been disciplined "will
be more aware of the potential
for problems" that patients can
have with their physicians, said
Mondor said.

Dr Sidney Wolfe, director of
Public Citizen's Health Research
Group, said no sexual abuse cases
were cited because monthly summaries from the board typically
noted only that a doctor had been
disciplined, not what the conduct
involved.
"Kentuck is still lagging" in
not regularly noting what a case
is about. Wolfe said.
Board records indicate that 13
of the I:7 doctors listed as among
the most serious Kentucky offenders were no longer practicing
because their licenses had been
revoked. suspended or not renewed.
One v,as practicing but had disciplinary action pending. Two had

But Mondor pointed out that
the report cites no cases in which
a Kentucky doctor was disciplined
for sexually abusing patients.
"I know there have been several cases of sexual abuse," Mondor said.
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completed disciplinary action
imposed by the board, and one
was appealing his case in court.
The report includes some people who were disciplined for lesser offenses, and said consumers
should notice if a case doesn't
"reflect on the physician's ability
to practice."
One such case involved Dr.
Cheryl Adams. a L.ouisville pediatrician cited by the board in 1992
for not taking a continuing education class on HIV and AIDS.
Adams, who made up the class
as required, said, "I think the public is entitled to this kind of information," but she added,"The information also should be complete."
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Association of counties
agrees to settle lawsuit
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The
.former lawyers, accountants and a
.program administrator for the Kentucky Association of Counties have
agreed to pay $2.8 million to settle
the association's lawsuits against
them. '
In addition, KACo would get to
keep $1 million it set aside in case
its former law firm won a claim for
,legal fees.
An agreement to settle was
reached with a mediator last week
in Louisville. There is no final
document yet, "but everybody has
signed on a legal pad," Denny Nunnelly, KACo acting executive director, said Wednesday.
Jefferson Circuit Judge John
Potter must approve the agreement,
It would settle multiple lawsuits involving two KACo insurance programs — the Kentucky All Lines
Fund, which sold liability coverage
to local governments, and the
KACo Workers' Compensation

Self-Insurance Fund.
Both funds ran into financial
trouble and sued their accounting
firm, Charles T. Mitchell Co. of
Frankfort. Prior to that, KACo had
sued — and been sued by — the
Williams and Wagoner law firm of
Louisville and Robert Hart, who
did business as Governmental Services Inc. and administered both
funds.
Each side accused the other of
breaching a contract. KACo's suits
additionally alleged that assets
were mismanaged and, in some
cases, siphoned off.
KACo's finances, including the
fees commanded by Hart's company, became a public issue because county governments sold the
bonds to finance its insurance and
loan programs.
Calls to Phil Williams, KACo's
former general counsel, and to representatives of Charles T. Mitchell
were not returned.
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Chavez angers Washington
(Al')
WASHINGTON
Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez
WASHINGTON TODAY
professed his friendship with Fidel
Castro. The Clinton administration
said nothing. He refused to allow
an American military team in last
GEORGE GEDDA
winter to provide flood relief, and
more recently rejected President
Associated Press Writer
Clinton's personal plea to lower
Says Otto Reich, a former ernment
oil prices. Again, no criticism.
The United States revoked his
to Venezuela, "Chavez
ambassador
One reason is that Chavez has
good
afterward, and he saw this
visa
Venezuela's
diminishing
risks
since
elections
overseen a series of
taking office 18 months ago that image by aligning himself with as a source of pride. "They honor
have won praise from internation- rogue leaders like Fidel Castro and us as rebel soldiers in not allowI HEAP()THAT
ing us to enter North American
HE INVENTED
al observers for being free and Saddam Hussein."
Chavez is on a tour of Orga- (U.S.) territory," he said in 1994.
500AL SECUPIr r. fair. And, given the administration
emphasis on aboveboard election nization of Petroleum Exporting After his election in December
processes in the hemisphere, offi- Countries. His visit to Iraq is being 1998, Chavez's visa was reinstatcials have been willing to over- preceded by stops in Saudi Ara- ed.
Chavez has made it clear he
look the negative aspects of bia, Kuwait and Iran. And, bowing to a U.N. Security Council doesn't want U.S. military perChavez's tenure.
But, as the administration sees ban on air travel to and from Iraq, sonnel operating anywhere near
it, Chavez has stepped over the Chavez plans to drive across the Venezuela. He has flatly ruled out
line with his decision to go to Iranian border with Iraq and then U.S. counternarcotics surveillance
Baghdad on Thursday to see Iraqi head for Baghdad on Thursday, flights over Venezuela and even
ALONE!
President Saddam Hussein. The visit Venezuelan officials say.
objects to such flights operating
Defending the Baghdad visit, from Dutch islands off Venezuela's
will be the first by a foreign head
of government since United Nations Venezuelan Foreign Minister Jose coast. Rangel, the foreign minissanctions were imposed against Vicente Rangel said Tuesday ter, says these islands are in "a
Iraq after its invasion of Kuwait Chavez is intent on strengthening security zone for Venezuela."
the oil cartel. He noted that Chavez,
10 years ago.
Chavez irritated the Pentagon
his travels, will extend inviduring
The State Department said Tueslast January by reversing a Venezueday it is "particularly galling" that tations to OPEC leaders for a sum- lan Defense Ministry decision to
the first such visit is being made mit meeting next month in allow 450 Marine and Navy engiby a leader who is democratical- Venezuela and must invite all OPEC neers to go Venezuela to work on
WASHINGTON (Al') — For
ly elected. For Chavez, it said, heads of state, including Iraq's. a flood relief project. Chavez said
Venezuela, he said, "can't dismost of his six decades, Pat
this is a "dubious distinction."
the American military presence
ANALYSIS
Buchanan has relied on his gift
Commenting last month on his criminate."
would have violated Venezuelan
office,
Chavez's
taking
Since
of gab — a talent with language
prospective visit, Chavez said he
sovereignty.
that has carried him through mulknew that some would be offend- affection for Castro and his disHis pro-Cuban, anti-American
tiple careers and political camed by the visit, and he seemed to dain for the United States have
may have alienated some
stance
been obvious. Last November,
paigns.
relish the thought.
WILL LESTER
but certainly not the
Venezuelans
Cuba
to
trip
a
during
his
"Most people think about
"Imagine what the pharisees will Chavez said
Associated Press Military Writer
a constitutional
Following
majority.
"toward
marching
is
Venezuela
that
sharp retorts and comments," lifesay when they see me with Sadthe same sea as the Cuban peo- revision that required a new eleclong friend Charles "Chick" Lea- alk show commentator and pres- though the Reform Party challenge dam Hussein," Chavez said.
sure said of the pugnacious polit- idential contender.
Brian Latell, a former Latin ple ... a sea of happiness, true tion, Chavez won a six-year term
has been considerable.
in elections on July 30th, running
ical commentator and politician.
He longs for a chance to par"The work was more arduous Ameircan specialist at the CIA, social justice and peace."
"But I look back and think of ticipate this year in the presiden- ... harder than we had thought it said the Baghdad visit by Chavez
Chavez ran afoul of the Unit- on a platform that featured attacks
when, as an on the elite and promises of supother talks — the eulogy at his tial debates.
would be," Buchanan said. "Clear- is "a reflection perhaps of a pro- ed States in 1992
an abortive port for the country's majority
mother's funeral, how he could
staged
he
officer,
Army
Unitthe
toward
found
antipathy"
One of nine children in the ly there are times when you are
worksawmill
talk to out-of-work
coup attempt against an elected gov- poor population.
suburbs northwest of Washington, disheartened by the size of the ed States.
ers on the campaign trail.
the young Buchanan quickly learned mountain you have to climb. But
"You saw Pat's abilities to talk the necessity of fending for himthe further in time I have moved
about those kind of topics, and that's self in dinner discussions and
away from the Republican Party,
what many people have missed." schoolyard arguments.
the more I believe in the wisdom
He finished high school at the
His father, William B. "Bill" of that step."
July 24 - Herald-Journal, Spartanburg, S.C., White House. Political pundits look at a variety of
top of his class and earned a Buchanan, was a devoted Catholic,
factors v,hen speculating on the outcome of elecUS. trade policy with Cuba and China:
on
Some Buchanan associates from
scholarship to Georgetown Uni- a Republican, a stern disciplinartions.
politrade
over
wrangle
lawmakers
federal
As
question
quietly
earlier campaigns
versity.
ian and an admirer of the preGore enjoys the inherent advantage of a boomthey should strive for
China,
and
Cuba
toward
cy
by,
him
passed
has
time
whether
Next came a stint in journal- World War II isolationists who
economy. He's touting his role in the Clinton
ing
a measure of consistency. ...
ism, but he shifted to politics as believed in an "America First" and where the support he needs
economic policies, and he warns
administration's
ecoembargo,
strict
a
to
subject
been
has
Cuba
will come from.
an adviser to Presidents Nixon and policy.
would threaten the nation's
victory
Bush
a
that
States.
United
the
from
isolation
nomic
For the past ten months,
Reagan.
The younger Buchanan's view
prosperity.
Our government has even tried to force the
He sought the GOP presiden- of conservatism now includes a Buchanan had to give up his freDespite a vibrant economy, voters also yearn
of other nations to refrain from doing
companies
shows
talk
on
appearances
quent
tial nomination in 1992 and again foreign policy that puts America's
change. Americans become uncomfortable when
for
in
business
Cuba.
in 1996 when he won the New military and economic interests over and speechmaking to build his verone party controls the presidency for too long.
purhas
States
United
the
however,
China,
In
Hampshire GOP primary.
global goals — but he rejects sion of the Reform Party. state by
This feeling plays in Bush's favor.
sued more trade and open connections with the
Buchanan, 61, is now running descriptions of that as isolation- state.
Although he doesn't mention the scandals of
people.
and
government
Chinese
for the Reform Party nomination. ism.
"He's displayed tremendous
Clinton administration, he promises to bring
the
-My father was profoundly interHe wants tighter limits on immi- grass-roots building skills in a
Either the United States deals with communist dignity and integrity to the White House.
ested in big issues, our conversa- gration and he's a social conser- party that is clearly in an identiHe knows Americans are tired of the denials
nations through embargoes and isolation or through
tions were about world politics or vative who is strongly anti-abor- ty crisis," said Greg Mueller, a
parsing of definitions of the Clinton years.
and
trade.
open
and
engagement
global issues," said Buchanan, tion.
former Buchanan aide and a Repubthe
to
nations
these
expose
to
seek
we
Either
whose home at dinnertime could
Buchanan has been married to lican consultant.
This election will likely be close.
prosperity and freedom enjoyed in the West or we
seem like a frightening civics class his wife, Shelley, whom he met
And he's left some bruised feelWhile Bush is cruising in the polls now, that
to
intended
is
that
siege
economic
an
down
lay
to childhood friends.
in the Nixon White House, since ings.
change quickly.
could
grip.
their
loosen
to
leaders
their
force
"I knew more about those issues 1971. They have no children.
"My personal perception is that
with
it
pursue
and
tactic
one
pick
should
We
at 10 years old than some people
Buchanan challenged President he's blown a great opportunity,"
Aug. 7 - The Dallas Morning News, on reorboth nations.
know today."
Bush in 1992 after deciding Bush said Russell Verney, a founding
of INS needed to restore credibility:
ganization
He continued to learn the game had moved away from the Rea- force of the Reform Party, fierce
agency draws its power from
government
Any
on
Dispatch,
(Ohio)
Columbus
The
—
29
July
of politics while a fiery young gan agenda. He ran against Bob
Buchanan opponent and an ally
confidence that it builds up
and
credibility
the
Fourth Amendment protections:
adviser for a man known for a Dole in 1996.
people.
of Ross Perot. "He has taken an
American
the
with
of
Amendment
Fourth
the
States,
In the United
shrewd political mind.
This time around, he became
attitude of replacing Reform Party
By that standard, the U.S. Immigration and Natthe Constitution protects the homes, effects and
"Sitting at the knee of Richard increasingly dissatisfied with the
Service may have never been weaker
members."
uralization
searches.
unreasonable
from
citizens
of
persons
Nixon and learning how to maneu- Republican Party and saw little
creatof
need of reform.
odds
greater
candidate's
The
That applies in Ohio, too, unless you want to or in
ver politically was the best prepa- chance of competing with wellhas been chastised by congressionagency
exciteThe
political
of
kind
the
ing
beer.
of
buy more than four kegs
ration I had for the last year," heeled candidates like George W.
who believe it has been lax in its
Republicans
al
this
longer
are
Ohio
years
the
past
by
of
ment
promulgated
rule
new
a
Under
Buchanan said in an interview with Bush and Steve Forbes.
new citizens.
naturalize
to
duty
press
wants
who
former
anybody
Buchanan's
said
time,
Commission,
Control
Liquor
The Associated Press.
So he left the GOP and set his
the agency of playing poliaccuse
Republicans
wedding
a
for
beer,
of
kegs
Bernstein.
more
Neil
or
secretary
five
buy
to
the
of
point
His ability to argue a
has sights on the nomination
hundreds of thousands of
through
pushing
by
tics
like,
the
or
party
block
picnic,
Still, Bernstein said, -Whether
reception, company
always been crucial to his suc- Reform Party, a task that became
presumably Democratfor
applications
citizenship
AmendFourth
her
or
his
surrender
to
agree
you
term
realistic
must
to
a
this
want
cess as a grade school speech- more complicated as the party splinfor them to influtime
in
immigrants
ic-leaning
protection.
ment
or
Wala
presidency
the
sh9Lat
maker. a ballgrotind squabbler, a tered and rebelled.
election.
1996
the
ence
buyers
keg
of
these
condition
purchase.
a
As
he's
quest,
having
Plitty-like
ter'
hasn't
he
that
recently
said
debater,
editorial
He
an
school
high
Now that cloud may have been lifted.
must sign a form giving state officials and police
writer, a White House adviser, a regretted leaving the GOP. even the time of his life."
Last Monday, acting Inspector General Robert
carte blanche to crash the party to see whether
anybody is doing anything illegal, no warrant and Ashbaugh released a 684-page report that found
that while the immigration service engaged in a
no probable cause required.
recklessness" in processing a flood of cit"certain
but
rule
ill-conceived.
is well-intended
The new
No Ohioan should have to give up a basic con- izenship applications that year, the agency was not
July 26 - The Indianapolis Star, on George reassuring hint of his style as president.
stitutional right in order to throw a party or drink guilty of intentional wrongdoing or political gimNow it is up to Al Gore to respond with an
mickry. ...
W. Bush's vice presidential choice:
a beer.
Gov. George W. Bush's plan to reorganize the
State officials would do well to rethink this
George W. Bush made a solid choice in select- equally sound selection. Will the vice president
agency and "make it worthy of a
or
immigration
demographic
balance
a
over
geographical
favor
mate.
one.
running
his
as
Cheney
Dick
ing
nation of immigrants" deserves serious consideraCheney isn't exciting, and he doesn't come from proven ability to lead? Or will he pick the best
Aug. 8 - Deming (N.M.) Headlight, on a pres- tion.
a state packed with electoral votes. But his expe- person available for the job, discounting political
Mr. Bush wants to divide the immigration agency
idential race too close to call:
considerations?
rience in government and business is superb.
two separate entities, one for. border enforceRepubliinto
from
National
picture-perfect
a
lie
clear
Fresh
is
priority
his
Bush,
a
for
choice
As
wants
reasoned
In short. Bush made a mature,
appears
Bush
and one for citizenship services.
ment
W.
George
Gov.
Texas
Convention,
substance.
of
can
president
a
offers
It
vice
date.
to
decision
important
most
in his
ready to crush Vice President Al Gore in the
Some sort of reform is essential.
November election.
The United States cannot preserve the integrity
With an I8-point lead in some national polls,
of its borders if the agency that is charged with
it seems like nothing can stop Bush.
Letters must be brief and
While it seems likely that Bush will take the that responsibility is itself perceived as lacking integriare subject to editing. Send
AMY WILSON
ty.
WALTER L. APPERSON
election, no one should count Gore out just yet.
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
But Mr. Bush shotthiNpr9Ied with caution in
Managing Editor
Political pundits acknowledge that post-convenPublisher
in polls are critical for presidential can- speeding up the naturalization process, which could
boosts
KY
Murray,
tion
42071.
They
ALICE ROUSE
didates, but they also realize such bounces can well lead to more errors in judgment.
may also be faxed to (270)
General Mana er
Making new citizens is important business.
disappear quickly. ...
753-1927 or e-mail them
It should be done fast, but it should also be
Recent presidential elections show that George
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
to mlt@murrayledger.com
W. Bush's bounce is not a guarantee he'll take the done right.
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Change should be gradual for strong-willed children
QUESTION: My wife and I
have a strong-willed child who
is incredibly difficult to handle.
I honestly believe we are doing
our job about as well as any
parents would do under the circumstances, yet she still breaks
the rules and challenges our
authority. I guess I need some
encouragement. First, tell me if
an especially strong-willed kid can
be made to smile and give and
work and cooperate. If so, how
is that accomplished? And second, what is my daughter's
future? I see trouble ahead, but
don't know if that gloomy forecast is justified.
DR. DOBSON: There is no
question about it -an especially will-

ful child such as yours can be
difficult to manage even when her
parents handle her with great skill
and dedication. It may take several years to bring her to a point
of relative obedience and cooperation within the family unit, but
it will happen.
While your training program is
in progress, it is important not to
panic. Don't try to complete the

G.EA -77-1S
Mrs. Mary H. Boggess
Mrs. Mary H. (Allbritten) Boggess, 86, Murray, died today. Aug. 10.
2000. at 1:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, M.V. Boggess, died in 1975. Also preceding her in death
were one stepson, Richard E. Boggess, three sisters, Mrs. Jessie Willoughby, Mrs. Lillian Ferguson and Mrs. Murrell Smith, and one brother,
Charlie Allbritten. Born May 13, 1914, she was the daughter of the late
Jerry Allbritten and Shellie Mart Allbritten.
Mrs. Boggess was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Mrs. Emma Jean Cooper and husband. Rex, and one stepson. James S. Boggess, all of Murray; stepdaughter-in-law, Mrs. Peggy Boggess, Mayfield; brother-in-law, Rudolph Smith,
Murray; three nieces, Mrs. Martha Parker and husband, Tommy,and Mrs.
Dortha Bailey and husband, Gene, all of Murray, and Mrs. Betty Dunn and
husband, John, Georgia; six stepgrandchildren; five stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Coles Camp Ground Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

transformation overnight. Treat your
child with sincere love and dignity, but require her to follow your
leadership. Choose carefully the
matters that are worthy of confrontation, then accept her challenge
on those issues and win decisively.
Reward every positive, cooperative gesture she makes by offering your attention, affection and
verbal praise. Then take two aspirin
and call me in the morning.
** •* **
QUESTION: As an advocate
of spankings as a disciplinary tool,
don't you worry about the possibility that you might be contributing to the incidence of child
abuse in this country?
DR. DOBSON: Yes. I do worry
about that. One of my frustrations
in teaching parents has been the
difficulty in achieving a balance
between permissiveness and oppression. The tendency is to drift
toward one extreme or another.
Let it never be said that I favor

Mrs. Laura Pearl Walton

Mrs. Laura Pearl Walton, 77, Farmington Hills, Mich., formerly of
Memphis,Tenn., died June 22, 2000, in Farmington Hills.
One son, James F.(Jim) Caylor of Buchanan, Tenn., preceded her in
death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Kathy W. Greenbury and husband, Mark, Farmington Hills; one daughter-in-law, Mrs. Shirley Caylor,
Buchanan, Tenn.; three grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
Memorial services were June 25 at First United Methodist Church, Birmingham, Mich.
Graveside services will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens, Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation will be scheduled.
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17th Anniversary Sale
Takes The Cake!
It's hard to imagine, but at Creative Interiors in downtown Mayfield, were celebrating our 17th
Anniversary in business. We've made many changes over the years to make us the most complete
home furnishing store in West Kentucky. Come in and visit our newly redecorated showrooms with
totally accessorized room sections, all in the newest, hottest colors and

SAVE 15%-5C OFF UST THROUGHOUT THE STORE!
s \

$500

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective August 9, 2000.
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conveyor belt with her.
"He lays down next to her and
she says the next thing she knoss s
is he is through the machine, apparently grabbing her wrists to bring
her into the machine too."
The woodchipper automatically
stopped. Rodriguez. who suffered
head and arm injuries, died at the
scene.

T
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Phoenix police said Rafael
Rodriguez. apparently asked Lucia
Lopez. 28, to marry him. She
accepted his proposal, but then he
said he wanted to show her something, police said.
They went to the landscaping
business where Rodriguez worked,
and Lopez said Rodriquez told her
to close her eyes and to lay down
on the conveyor belt of a woodchipper. She said he started the
machine and then jumped on the
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PHOENIX (AP) — A man
allegedly tried to kill his girlfriend
by pulling her into a woodchipper in an attempted murder-suicide Wednesday.
The man died in the machine.
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Man allegedly tried to kill girlfriend
in woodchipper, then kills himself
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end ot the spectrum, and many
parents fall into one trap in an
earnest attempt to avoid the other
** **
Dr. James Dobson is president of the non-profit organization Focus on the Family, P.O.
Box 444, Colorado Springs, Colo.
pline. even when it is well-inten80903; or www.family.org. Questioned. Children must be given
tions and answers are excerptroom to breathe and grow and
ed from books written by Dr. Doblove. But there are also harmful
son and published by Tyndale
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of discipline are destructise to kids
and must not be tolerated. Given
the scope of the tragedy we are
facing, the last thing I want to
do is to provide a rationalization
and justificeion for it.
I don't
tie••ve in harsh disci-

Husqvarna

Rev. W.A. Farmer
The Rev. W.A. Farmer, 94, Como, Tenn., died Sunday, Aug. 6, 2000,
at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
A former pastor of Elm Grove Baptist Church, Murray, he had served
as a pastor for 13 churches. He served on the executive board of the Tennessee Baptist Convention for seven years and was one of the founders of
Belmont Baptist College, Nashville, Tenn.
He was married Sept. 26, 1926, to the former Edna Powers who died
Dec. 30, 1991. Also preceding him in death were one great-grandchild,
Ravi Kirkland, and one brother, Basil Farmer. Born Sept. 15. 1905, in
Martin, Tenn., he was the son of the late Oscar Lee Farmer and Beulah
Richee Farmer.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ramona Huttenstine and husband, Ronald, Como, Tenn.; one son, Donald Farmer, Fort Worth, Texas;
five grandchildren: four great-grandchildren; two nephews.
The funeral was Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Thompson Creek Baptist
Church, Como, where he was a member. The Rev. Don Malone, the Rev.
Richard Skidmore and the Rev. Wayne Perkins officiated.
Pallbearers were Ted Kirkland, Billy Kirkland, Larry Farmer, Bobby
Farmer, Larry Todd and David Vowell, active; Harold Shopher, Kerry
Shopher, Jerry Simmons and L.W. Greer, church deacons, along with John
Farmer, Charles Burkeen, Walton Fulkerson, Ewell Orr, Charles Orr,
Doyle Gallimore and Albert Lankford, honorary.
Burial was in Olive Branch Cemetery, Cottage Grove, Tenn., with arrangements by Ridgeway Funeral Home,Paris, Tenn.

harshness ut any kind with children. It can wound the spirit and
inflict permanent scars on the psyche.
No subject distresses me more
than the phenomenon of child abuse,
which is so prevalent in North
America today. There are millions
of families out there in which crimes
against children are being committed day after day. It is hard to
believe just how cruel some mothers and fathers can be to defenseless. wide-eyed kids who don't
understand why they are hated.
I remember the terrible father
who regularly wrapped his small
son's head in the sheet that the
boy had wet the night before. Then
he crammed the tot upside down
into the toilet bowl for punishment. I also think of the disturbed ,
mother who cut out her child's
eyes with a razor blade. That little girl will be blind throughout
her life, knowing that her own mother deprived her of sight!
Unthinkable acts like these are
occurring every day in cities and
towns around us. In fact, it is
highly probable that a youngster
living within a mile or two or
your house is experiencing abuse
in one manner or another.
Let me say with the strongest
emphasis that aggressive, hardnosed, "Mommie Dearest" kinds
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Library sets fall children's programs
Sandy Linn, youth services 11:30 a.m.
Preschool programs are the same
librarian for the Calloway County Public Library, has announced on both Tuesdays and Wedneschildren's programs to be held this days.
A special nighttime program,
fall.
Beginning Tuesday, a story time "Sleepy-time Stories," will begin
for children, 12 to 24 months, Sept. 11. This will be a twice monthaccompanied by an adult will be ly story time for children, 2 to 6
held from 9:30 to 10 a.m. The years, accompanied by an adult
program will feature music, board from 6 to 6:45 p.m,.
Liiin said " we hope that this
books and activities appropriate
will give working parents an opporfor the toddler.
Also on Tuesday at 10:30 to tunity to enjoy story time and vis11:30 a.m. the library will once iting the library with their chilagain offer Preschool Story time dren. We have had requests for a
program such as this."
for children, 3 to 6 years.
Wednesday
programs
will
The librarian added "we will
include Parents and Twos for chil- begin this program with a threedren, 24 to 36 months, accompa- months trial to see how well attendnied by an adult. Another pre- ed it is; but if it is successful,
school story time for children, 3 we will offer it on a regular basis."
Meeting dates for this nightto 6 years, will he from 10:30 to

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE
NOW IN
PROGRESS!
MUM'S THE WORD

time program will be Sept. 11 and
25, Oct. 9 and 23, and Nov. 13
and 27.
Story Hour is an enrichment
program that includes stories, picture hooks, music, films and craft

Library Power expanding
Forward in the Fifth is accept
ing applications until Sept. 29
from schools that would like to
join its Library Power Network.
The Library Power Program
was started in 1994 with a grant
from the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's
Digest Fund. Since that time, 39
schools in 19 Kentucky counties
have created model school library
media centers in which students
become lifelong learners.
These centers promote collaboration among classroom teachers
and media specialists; help the
library media center become more
aligned with the curriculum; and
encourage student-directed, independent learning about real-life
situations.
This new direction for library
media center programs has helped
advance student achievement.

'

414 Broadway • Paducah, KY • 443-8870

•

.
.
:

Theatres

Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only
1008

: Hollow Man

THE IRON PLACE
Imported Furniture Sc Pottery

Open 2nd Weekend Each Month
Friday, August 11th, 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, August 12th, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, August 13th, 2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

Dining
Bets

Bistro
Bets

Ba‘cers
Racks

Iron
Beds

`lard
Art

potterV
and more•

Several Items On Special This Month
41;c•-e-or-c-

zwe1•-..2c-

/at, llivv. 79
turn right a/ Troll/tiger
BBQ and storage bldg8..
On Lakeway Circle. Paris. T.\.
l'aable to make it this weekend '
('all /or appointment:
642-7098 Owner
644-0862 ANN/Wm/I
.
694-2549 Mobile

activities. There is no charge for
the programs, but pre-registration
is requested.
For more information or to register a child, interested persons
may call the library at 753-2288.

: R- 1:00 - 3:25 - 7:00 - 9:25
: Coyote Ugly
: PG13 - 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:10 - 9:20
: Space Cowboys
: PG13 - 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:00 - 9:30
: Nutty Professor 2: The Klumps
:PG13 - 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:30- 9:45
: What Lies Beneath
: PG13- 1:05 - 3:45 - 7:05 - 9:45
:Pokemon: The Movie 2000
:G - 1:20 - 3:35
X-Men
: PG13 - 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:15 - 9:40
:Scary Movie
: R - 7:10 - 9:10
.
: Program Information
Call 753-3314
.

"We're pleased to continue to
offer the opportunity to be a part
of this network. Schools from
across the state have asked us for
help in creating effective school
libraries and we feel this is the
best way to provide that assistance,"
said Ginny Eager, Forward in the
Fifth's executive director.
Because the Library Power grant
has ended, new Library Power
schools pay a fee of $33 to join
the network the first year. Thereafter, the fee is $50 a year.
For that fee, schools receive
professional development training,
opportunities to network with other
Library Power schools and technical assistance and support from
Forward in the Fifth. To be eligible, a school must have a fulltime media specialist staffing the
media center and a schedule that
allows open-access to the library
resources.
For a copy of the request for
proposals that details the application process, call Forward in the
Fifth at 1-859-986-3696 or visit
the website www.fif.org.
Forward in the Fifth is a private nonprofit local education fund
that serves 55 public schools systems in 39 eastern and southern
Kentucky counties.

BIRTHS
Madison Gail
Hobbs
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Hobbs of
480 Irvin Cobb Rd., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Madison Gail Hobbs, born on Friday,
Aug. 4, 2000, at 3:17 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed four pounds
two ounces and measured 17 1/2
ihches. The mother is the former
Tammy Parker.
Grandparents are Donnie and
Linda Parker of Murray and Junior
and Barbara Hobbs of Mayfield.
Great-grandmothers are Mrs.
Tillie Geurin, Mrs. Kattie Parker
and Mrs. Betty Hobbs.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

1 was out walking to Storey's Wednesday to get a sandwich
for lunch since my car was in the garage for repairs. Even
though it was hot, it was very pleasant to be out walking in
the Bel-Air Shopping Center.
As I passed the Murray Sewing Center, I was amazed at the
beautiful fabric materials in the show window. These fabrics
included red background with tractor and farm scenes, green
with just tractors, and another with fish.
Seeing these fabrics makes me wish I was one of those who
can whip up a garment in a day or so. I remember
talking
with Ruby Burchett who loves to sew and she said, "Jo, we
just make time for things we like to do." Guess this is so,
because when I start to hem a garment, I start thinking of
other things to do that would have never crossed my mind.
My home economics teachers, the late Elizabeth Walston at
Kirksey High School and Mrs. Rudd at Murray Training School,
helped me through and I made an A; but I am still no seamstress.

Horse shows planned at Wranglers
Wranglers Riding Club will have horse shows on Friday and
Saturday at 7 p.m. at the club grounds, located off Van Cleave
Road off Highway 94 East. Featured will be 14 classes. Admission is $2 with children under six free. Concessions will be available. For information call 489-2272 or 489-6106.

Falwell tournament Friday
The Jeanne Falwell Memorial Leukemia Golf Tournament, sponsored by Oaks Country Club, to benefit The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society will be Friday at the club. Registration for the twoperson golf scramble will begin at noon with a shotgun start at 1
p.m.

Singles' dance on Friday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) of Murray will have a singles' dance Friday from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at the Gibson Building, East Broadway, Mayfield. Gary Long will be the DJ. The cost
will be $5 per person. Coffee and drinks will be provided, but persons are asked to bring a snack to share. For more information
call Margaret, 759-3950, Wendell, 759-0625, or Jackie, 1-270-2477754.

West View plans activities
Special activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home
include Bingo at 2 p.m. today (Thursday); Devotion with Dr. Todd
Buck at 10 a.m. and Fire Prevention Awareness Party at 2 p.m.
Friday.

4-H promotion on Saturday
Calloway County 4-H Club will have a fund-raising promotion
on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Captain D's on the north
side of Murray. Funds raised in this promotion will go toward
expenses of taking 4-H projects to the Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.

Vinson reunion on Sunday
The annual Vinson family reunion will be Sunday at Paris Landing State Park Inn. Seating for the meal will start at 1 p.m.

S.N.A.P. meeting Friday
The Support Network and Playgroup (S.N.A.P.), an informal
playgroup for young children and their parents will meet Friday
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main
St. This program is free. For information call Lori at 753-8910
or Mandie at 759-2202.

Downs Cemetery cleaning planned
The annual cleaning at Ed Downs Cemetery in Land Between
the Lakes will be Saturday. All interested persons are asked to
come and bring tools for cleaning. A potluck lunch will be served
about noon near the Buffalo Range at the former Model, Tenn.

Lassiter Cemetery meeting planned
The annual meeting of Lassiter Cemetery will be Saturday at 10
a.m. Persons unable to attend may mail their donations for the
cemetery maintenance to 011ie Hall, 708 Goodman, Murray, KY
42071.

Asbury Cemetery meeting planned

For A Limited time only
Hopkinsville Federal is offering

7.00')
/0apy.
9 Month Certificate
$500 Minimum
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal
*Checking Account required

Asbury Cemetery Day will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at the cemetery with the Rev. Timothy Palmer as speaker. A potluck meal will
be served. In case of rain, the event will be in the fellowship hall
of Kirksey United Methodist Church. Persons unable to attend may
mail their donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to Martha
McCallon Smith, 120 Grove Ln., Murray, KY 42071.

EYE HEALTH & YOUR VISION

Dr. David Jaco
106 N. 6th St., Murray, KY 42071
753-2842 • www.ecak.com
What is "pink eye"?
more
commonly
Conjunctivitis,
referred to as 'pink eye", is an inflammation ofthe conjunctiva, a thin, transparent layer covering the surface of the
inner eyelid and a portion ofthe front of
the eye. The three main types of conjunctivitis are infectious, allergic and
chemical. The infectious form, commonly known as 'pink eye" is caused by a
contagious virus or bacteria. Your
body's allergies to pollen, cosmetics, animals or fabrics often bring on allergic
conjunctivitis. And, irritants like air
pollution, noxious fumes and chlorine
in swimming pools may produce the
chemical form. Common signs/!Imp-

toms of conjunctivitis are red eyes,
inflamed inner lids, watery eyes,
blurred vision and a sandy or scratchy
feeling in the eyes. With the infectious
form, there may be a pus-like or watery
discharge around the eyelids. 7b avoid
giving infectious conjunctivitis to others, keep your hands away from your
eyes; thoroughly wash your hands
before and after applying eye medication; do not share towels, washcloths,
cosmetics or eye drops with others and
seek treatment from your eye doctor
promptly. Treatment usually includes
antibiotic eye drops and/or ointment.
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Meredith Julian and Scott Robbins

Julian-Robbins vows
to be said on Aug. 12
Patrice Michelle McGehee

McGehee-Ellis vows
will be said Saturday
Patrice Michelle McGehee and Troy Anthony Ellis, both of Voorhees,
N.J., will be married Saturday, Aug. 12, 2000.
Miss McGehee is the daughter of Mrs. Pearl Kindl of Murray and
James W. McGehee of Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Ellis is the son of Ms. Benetha Ellis and the late Charles
Cowherd of Louisville.
The vows will be said Saturday at 3 p.m. at St. John Missionary
Baptist Church, Murray.
Joe Coleman will officiate with music by Kanith Kittrell, pianist,
and Marteze Hammonds and Susie Payne as singers.
Attendants for the bride-elect will be Belinda Bumphis, honor attendant, and Yvette Foster and Raquel McGehee, bridesmaids.
Attendants for the groom-elect will be Donald Layne, best man.
Juan Mosby and Michael Mitchell, groomsmen, and Greg Johnson and
Tim Ford, ushers.
Mia Ellis, Amberly Perry and Chance Robinson will be flower
girls and ring bearer.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
The bride-elect received her degree in health information technology at Western Kentucky University. She is financial coordinator for
Laureate Medical Group, Atlanta, Ga.
The groom-elect is a cum laude graduate in computer science from
Eastern Kentucky University. He is plant manager for Pepsi-Cole, Philadelphia, Pa.
The couple will reside in Voorhees, N.J.

Paralegal seminar planned
District One of the Kentucky
Paralegal Association will conduct
an afternoon seminar on Aug. 15
Village,
at
Kentucky
Dam
Gilbertsville.
Registration will begin at 1:30
p.m. at the lodge.
Speakers will be Judge David
Buckingham from the Kentucky
Court of Appeals, Susan Hughes,
medical assistant employed with the
firm of Whitlow, Roberts, Hous-

Event open
to public
The National Scouting Museum has issued an invitation to all
area residents to attend the "Art
Lover's Appreciation Day" on Aug.
17.
Admission will be waived for
all individuals who bring in donations of personal hygiene or nonperishable food items for Need
Line.
Guided tours will be provided
at 11 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
For more information call the
museum at 762-3383 or 1-800303-3047.
The museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and on Sunday from
12:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Local WOW
lodges plan
summer picnic
Woodmen of the World Calloway County Lodges will have
their summer picnic on Saturday'
at Camp W.O.W., Murray.
A new feature this year will
be "Fishing at a Pay Lake" from
1:30 to 4 p.m. Each one should
bring own pole and bait.
Transportation from the camp
will be provided for adults and
youth.
Bingo and swimming will he
from 2 to 4:30 p.m. at the camp.
A bake off for all ages with
the judging to be at 4 p.m. Each
person may bring one entry of
pies, cakes, cookies or candy with
the person's name, phone number
and address on a card.
For more information about the
event call 753-4377.

Frank and Carol Julian of Murray announce the upcoming wedding
of their daughter, Meredith Brooke Julian, to Scott Robbins, son of
Gayle and Diane Robbins of Mayfield.
The wedding will take place Saturday. Aug. 12, 2000, in the
Wrigley Memorial Gardens on the Catalina Island off the coast of
Southern California.
A reception on the waterfront in the resort town of Avalon yy ill
immediately follow the wedding.
The bride-elect graduated from Murray State University and is an
aspiring actress. She currently works for a Los Angeles marketing
firm.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Murray State University and the
University of Louisville Brandeis College of Law. He is working as
an agent for United Talent Agency in Beverly Hills, Calif.
After a honeymoon on the southern tip of Baja, Calif., in Cabo
San Lucas, Mexico, the couple will reside in Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Rager receives degree
Jeffrey C. Rager received his
juris doctorate in the spring commencement of University of Kentucky College of Law in Lexington.
Rager was a 1992 graduate of
Murray High School and graduated cum laude from Murray State
University in 1996 with a bachelor of arts degree in English literature.
During law school Rager was
an associate editor of the Kentucky Law Journal and became
highly involved in judicial politics.
He also is known for being a
poet in the legal community. •
In August Rager will begin
work with the law firm of Shu-

ton & Straub, and Attorney Charlie Franklin from the firm of
Franklin, Gordon & Hobgood,
Madisonville.
The cost of registration and
dinner is $25 for KPA members,
$30 for non-members and $20 for
students.
Anyone interested in attending
may contract Lori Roberts, KPA
District One Representative, at 7531694.

mate, Flaherty & Eubanks in Richmond.
He will also be teaching part
time on various legal subjects at
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond.
Rager is the son of Ken and
Brenda Holman of Murray.

SHOW MODEL...Some of the students at Montessori Discovery School show their settlement model they made for
"Pioneer Days." Pictured are Chad Cherry, Madison Cherry,
Tori Wolff, Hannah Scarborough, John Blankenship, MacKenzie Downey, Laura Scarborough and Robert Blankenship.

If your church has not been featured in
the Ledger a Times
uses
please contact Amy Wilson
at 753-1916 ext.21.
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Call Us!

Hwy.121
Bypass
Murray, KY

(270) 753-5315
Ser. F Rale

No Roaming or Long Distance
$35
150 minutes

"

Jetia1str,

(800)455-5315

TRI-MODE DIGITAL
PHONE

$50
400 minutes

$50 REBATE

CELLTOUCH,inc.
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardee. on Chestnut St )

verizEnwireless
Authertavd Apsni

767-9111

Available on new one year service agreement Sabject to credit check and approval Fee will be
cha .ed for earl termination of contract. Other restrictions ma a.. . Offer ends 8/31/00.

FASHION 13U0
we re every woman

Muscular Dystrophy.Association
900-572-1717• www mdauso org

GRAND OPENING SALE

euefle Towered
Gospel Meeting
Happening
Now!

Farmington
Church of Christ
August II, 12 & 13
7:00 p.m. each night
Sunday 9:00 a.m. Sunday School
and 10:00 a.m. Worship Service
Speaker
Larry Perkins

• Terrific values
throughout
the store
• $10 Gift Check
from Flowers
USA to the first
500 customers

Song Leaders
Todd Walker (Fri. & Sun.)
Ed Humphreys (Sat.)

Ve koe vo‘c exut focit u4t.e

.

SALE STILL GOING ON!
Misc. Items from $1

to $5 (Including Jeans!)
NAME BRAND DISCOUNTS

Glendale & 4th St.• Murray
OPEN EVERY THURS., FRI. & SAT.
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CHILDREN'S

..

OFF

SUGG RET

DRESS & ATHLETIC
Buy 2 pair at our
discounted Price and
get the 3rd pair FREE1

Misses sizes 6-16, Plus sizes 14/16-30/12 and Junior sizes Shoes Lingerie and Accessories, too

COUPON

UP TO

SUMMER SHOES

Every woman deserves a store she can call her very own!

Children's Nike

1299 CANVAS SHOES
or

NIKE T-SHIRTS sr
Pair for $500
or 2 for $15'
NEW FALL MERCHANDISE ARRIVING EVERY WEEK!

2

DOC MARTENS • ECCO • COLE-HAHN • EZ SPIRITS • ROCKPORT

AND MANY, MANY OTHER NAME BRAND SHOES!!

$10Off any purchase of $25 or more
Shoppes of Murray Shopping Center, 630 North 12th Street
Open Daily 10-5; Sunday 12-5
(270) 759-1612
Offer expires August 20, 2000 Cashier Key In 41774877009
rieds.m.bis one bele orey a, any Fashon Bug says Cannot be cantened real any other coupon or awl
es cornea on your lash.,,,, Bug Charge Cabs fricludeS ono,()swamis's layaways end oft certwcates
00-05.33A0 ciurr,ing Shopc'e ir,r 200C,

•

RSHION BUG
were everyevoman •
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fling N'Us
urser
HWY. 641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725
800-472-8852

Overstocked
Perennials
*Sedums
•Hardy
Hibiscus
•Coneflowers
etc.

HISTORY AWARDS...Tyler Boggess, right, with teacher, Patricia Lassiter, and Jamie Locke
with teacher, Linda Feltner, were presented plaques for outstanding achievement in history after graduation from Calloway County Middle School. The awards were presented by
Woodmen of the World Lodge 0971 president Deanna Thurman, center.

CBS: Graphic'regrettable'

Container
Trees
•Crape Myrtle
•Maple
•Ash
•Cherry, etc.

50%

Off

Soaker Hose
Irrigation
Efficient and
Economical

LOS ANGELES (AP) — CBS
apologized Wednesday for a violent anti-George W. Bush message
that flashed briefly on the screen
during the "The Late Late Show
with Craig Kilbom" last week.
The phrase "Snipers wanted"
was shown Friday across footage
of Bush accepting his nomination
as the Republican presidential candidate at the party's Philadelphia
convention.

Through August
(Except Labor)

ALL PLANTS GUARANTEED
SOAKER HOSE S011/IS
YOUR /RR/614770A/

250

PRO8a401Si

ft.
Hours: Monday-Saturday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

any length

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.

"This graphic, which was not
accompanied by any remarks from
Mr. Kilbom, should not have been
included in the telecast and is not
consistent with our broadcast standards," CBS said in a statement.

The network called the display
"an inappropriate and regrettable
graphic," adding that it and program producer Worldwide Pants
Inc. "deeply regret this incident."
The company said it would take
appropriate action.
A Bush spokesman said the candidate accepted the apology
"It's unfortunate something like
that has happened," Bush campaign spokesman Dan Bartlett said
from Austin, Texas. "We accept
their apology and look forward to
seeing the results of their investigation."
Worldwide Pants, David Letterman's production company, also
produces "Late Show with David

Letterman," which airs immediately before Kilborn's daily show.
The phrase concerning Bush
appeared on the screen during a
segment of the show called "In
the News," which features photos, video clips and Kilbom's commentary on current events.
Kilborn took over in March
1999 as host of "The Late Late
Show," which debuted in 1995 as
a talk show with host Tom Snyder.
A message seeking comment
from Kilbom was not immediately returned Wednesday.
On the Net:
CBS: http://www.cbs.com

Stossel, producer disciplined
NEW YORK (AP) — ABC
News has reprimanded reporter
John Stossel and suspended a producer for their roles in a misleading "20/20" report questioning the safety of organic food.
An environmental watchdog
grotip had been calling for Stossel to be fired for the report, first
aired in February and then repeated July 7.
Stossel reported that a test conducted on produce for ABC News
found that there was no pesticide
residue on either conventional samples or organic ones. But ABC,
after an investigation, concluded

that no such test had been done.
"We've completed our review
of the circumstances surrounding
the error and have taken the appropriate measures," ABC News said
in a statement. "No further comment will be made."
The network reprimanded Stossel and suspended his producer,
David Fitzpatrick, for 30 days,
according to a network source who
asked not to be identified.
ABC had said earlier in the
week that Stossel was relying on
inaccurate information that had been
provided by a staff member. Fitzpatrick apparently mistakenly

believed that a test done on chicken had also been done on produce.
Stossel, who was ordered to apologize on the air for his mistake
Friday, did not return a telephone
message left on his answering
machine Wednesday.
ABC did not address why Stossel was allowed to repeat the error,
even though environmental groups
complained to the network that'
his report was inaccurate after it
originally aired in February.
The error has infuriated environmentalists and a trade group
that backs organic food.

hot brands
savings

sale 19.99
Reversible fleece vest
Reg. 24.99. Great choice of colors S-XL for boys sizes 8-20;
S-XL for gins' sizes 7-18. Also in young men's sizes S-XL.

Save on Arizona Jean Co.'
jeanswear & all Arizona
footwear for juniors, young
men & kids

relnrirl
[
4.1111.1 I
.
0

a

Monday Saturday 10 am 9pm
Sunday 1 00 p rn 6 p m
SALON HOURS:
Mon-Fri.9-8, Sat 9-6, Sun 1 5

sale 24.99
Led.'jeans for juniors
Reg 29.99.I.e.i dark denim leans Juniors 1-13

Save on all 1.e.i." jeans &
footwear for juniors &
Led.'jeans for girls

sale 39.99
Levi

silverTalf jeans

Reg. 49.99. Loose-fit Wiggles. Men's sizes.

Save on all
Levi's' silverrab'
jeans for men

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY (270) 759-1400

save on
Nike'athletic
footwear for men,
women and kids

Sale prices effective 0/134/19, 2000 except Jockey,
siNerTeb end Nike through 9/4100. Sawrigs off regular
price* 'Regular' lances reflect offering prices whoch may not
have resulted in actual solos Any event designated as•'sale'
excludes Value Rlght merchandise 'Now' prams represent
savings off regular prices which may very Merchandise
selection trey vary from one JCPenney store to another
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MSU wind ensemble
travels to England
Imagine playing an instrument
when its so cold inside the concert hall that you're shaking. Now
imagine that the cold edifice you're
shaking in is a 13th-century building at Oxford University in England.
Contrast that with the oldest
academic building in the United
States - the College of William
and Mary's Sir Christopher Wren
Building, a mere 300-years-old and you may be able to imagine
just how special some of the Murray State University Symphonic
Wind Ensemble's experiences were
during its tour of England.
As one player put it, "It's not
every day of the week that I get
to play in a 13th-century building
as beautiful or as awesome as
this."
Marie Hamilton of Paducah, a
member of the Alumni and Friends
Companion Tour which traveled
with the wind ensemble, echoes
the sentiment.
The driving force for the trip
this year was the MSU Symphonic
Wind Ensemble's invitation to perform at the International Wind
Band Conference in Manchester,
England.
The 2000 conference was held
in conjunction with the annual
British Association of Symphonic
Bands and Wind Ensembles Conference (BASBWE), and the MSU
group had the distinction of being
the only ensemble from the United States to be invited.
"I'm not sure if people understand or can totally appreciate the
magnitude of this invitation," said
Dennis Johnson, director of the
wind ensemble. "This was a major
world conference. We felt so honored to be invited."
The university then asked Pete
Lancaster, a 1971 graduate, to
organize a companion tour for alumni and friends.
Although companion tour members were often separated from the
wind ensemble members, they did
get to see the Manchester performance.
Lancaster said that next year's
Alumni and Friends Trip, slated
for the first of May 2001, will
be a two-week excursion. The tour
will be based in London with daily
satellite trips for those who want
them. But travelers who prefer a
more leisurely pace can be on
their own in London, Lancaster said.
In addition to time 'spent in
England, the group will visit Glasgow and Edinburgh in Scotland,
then cross the Channel at Dover,
going into France at Calais. The
tour will visit the beaches at Normandy where the D-Day troops

landed and then move on to Paris
before returning home.
The 2001 trip will be open to
25-30 people on a first-come, firstserved basis. The cost, which Lancaster anticipates will be somewhere
around $2,000, includes airfare,
hotel accommodations, two meals
per day and transfers.
He encourages people to call
him early at (270) 753-5273 to
express their interest in making
the trip. "Early booking for a
group trip like this," Lancaster
noted, "can lower the price sigDinosaur skeletons and a British audience of about 150
nificantly."
The concert the MSU Wind members looked on as the Murray State University SymEnsemble played at Oxford Uni- phonic Wind Ensemble performed in the National Science
versity happened because MSU Museum in Oxford, England, under the direction of Dennis
President Kern Alexander asked Johnson. The museum was one of the many stops the
his British friend Dr. Charles Mould group made during its tour.
to coordinate the logistics of a
wind ensemble performance there.
Mould agreed, little realizing what
he "was letting myself in for."
A meal before the concert was
scheduled for the Murray State
students at Pizza Express. But this
was no ordinary pizza parlor. In
Oxford, the Pizza Express is housed
in an old coaching inn called the
Golden Cross, where it is believed
that William Shakespeare used to
hang out on trips from London to
Stratford.
The wind ensemble capped its
performance later that evening with
a performance of "Me Tarzan."
Mould termed the whole concert
"professional" and the body-slapping "Me Tarzan" hilarious, as
well as practical, "for by that time.
the chill had really set in and
some of the players were visibl
shaking with cold," he noted

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray • 753-8322

The next day, the group went
for a tour of the city and the colleges in Oxford before playing to
an audience "of about 150 humans
and five dinosaurs in the University Museum," Mould said. The
players were relaxed, the audience
appreciative and "Me Tarzan" was
once again the finale, meeting with
"tumultuous applause," Mould
noted.
From Oxford, the group went
on the festival at the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester for performances there.
While driving home from Oxford
on the following Monday, Mould
was gratified to hear an announcer on his car radio say, "Our
lunchtime concert today comes from
the Royal Northern College of
Music where a number of wind
ensembles have been playing at
the end of last week. Our first
numbers today are played by the
Murray State University Wind
Ensemble."

Mayfield/Graves County
Art Guild to host exhibition
The Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild invited visual and literary
artists of Mayfield, Graves County and the region to participate,
along with its members, in an
open unjuried exhibition.
"Arts in the Community" is the
result. It is designed to welcome
old friends and to introduce new
artist and visitors to the guild.
The exhibition is open now and
will continue through Sept. 2.
Over 20 artists are participating in this year's "Arts in the
Community" exhibition. Artists displaying paintings from Mayfield
and Graves County include Flora
Byrn, Tammy Davis, Gayla Elliot,
Glen Gream, Barbara Heath, Wilma
Heathcott, Eva King, Kay Lockhart, Ruby Neel, Carol Shilt, Keith
Thomas, Chris Vaughn and Betty
Whitlow.
Harvey Parker of Mayfield is
showing two pen-and-ink portraits.
A tugboat model by Chuck
Copeland and a drawing by
Dewayne Saxton is on display.
Margaret Merida of Farmington is
exhibiting a fiber art wall hanging, jacket and accessories. On
display is the "Mental Illness
Awareness Quilt" made by the
members of the T.R. Program. Also
showing a quilt is Mary June Toon.
From surrounding counties,
Kathy Tidwell of Murray is showing a painting, a relief wood carving and a photograph. Also from
Murray, Sandy Sasso is exhibiting
a soft pastel drawing and Paul
Sasso has a polychrorned wood

Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble members from Murray who made the trip included (from left) Ed
Donner, Catherine Krizan and Erika Johnson.

sculpture on display.
Ken Council of Smithland and
Ron Bartanen of Benton both are
displaying landscapes in oil.
Marsha Cash from Clinton is
wildlife
paintings.
exhibiting
Lucille Pittman, also from Clinton, is showing her collection of
objects painted in her folk-art style.
Kathy Piercefield of Dry Ridge,
Ky., is showing etching and aquatint
prints, as well as a handmade book
of poetry.
From Martin, Tenn., David
Sheridan is exhibiting two photographs and Carl Buchanan is displaying his book of poetry, "Ripper!"
Poet Taira McAfee of Mayfield
is displaying his poem "When Winter Comes." The award-winning
poem will be autographed and sold
for $1 per copy, with the proceeds being donated by Taira to
the Art Guild.
"Arts in the Community" is at
the Guild's Ice House Gallery at
120 N. Eighth St., Mayfield, Ky.
A reception in honor of the artist
participating in the show will be
held Aug. 5 from 12 to 2. Partial funding has been provided by
the Kentucky Arts Council.
The Mayfield Graves County
Art Guild is open Tuesday Friday.
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The Ice
House Gallery is accessible to individuals with disabilities. Admission to the gallery is free.
Call (270) 247-6971 for more
information.

Friday, August 11 from 8-11
Saturday, August 1 2 from 8-noon
Hot Off the Grill Ribeye

Fresh Hot By The Pound

s5.00

BBQ Pork

lb.

Sandwiches .

.$2.00

Fresh Hot By The Pound Whole

Finger Licken Good!

Potato Salad
Reg. 1.39 980 lb.

Or

Cole Slaw
Reg. 1.59 980 lb

Fri. & Sat. Only wNIP Card
Farm Fresh Grade A Doz.

10 lb. Bag

Large Eggs

Chicken Leg Qtrs.

Reg. 810 58c wNIP Card

1.48 wNIP Card

Food Giant 8 ct. 12 oz. pk.

5 lb. Bag

Hamburger & Hot Dog Buns

Chicken Drum Sticks

Reg. 89c 68c wNIP Card

'1.48 wNIP Card

Best Choice 31b. Bowl

1 lb. pkg.(Reg Style Only)

Margarine

Oscar Mayer Wieners

Reg.'1.95 98c wNIP Card

Reg.'2.89 98c wNIP Card

12 oz. 24 ct

Golden Ripe

Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, 7-Up & Mt. Dew

Bananas

Reg. '6.99 $4.88 wNIP Card

Reg. 59c lb. 4lbs./ $1 wNIP Card

1/2 Gal. Skim, 2% or Whole

Golden Rod Milk
Reg.51.85 97c wNIP Card
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL.
'1 ASSIFIED Al) RATES
$6.75 Column

7534916

Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day 10a per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper ITues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$250 extra for blind box ads

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Just Say "Charge It"

CV

020

Happy Anniversary

Happy eirthday

f4060
PANAMA CITY BEACH,
Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $69 (some
restrictions apply.) Pools,
river ride, hot tub, suites
tiki bar. 800-488-8828
www sandpiperbeacon

Happy 60th

Lordy,
Lordy
Millie's

COM

TOMATOES
TOMATOES
TOMATOES

Anniversary

ohnnie & Ruble
Taylor

Millie Brown
Dillon

Quality Wholesale

a d Q f

060

2nd's for Canning

Love to you both.
From all your family

ATTENTION
Hunters:
Hunting
seasons just
around the corner. So you
need your 4-wheeler serviced We do oil changes. oil
filter, air filter & adjust the
valves. Call Andy or Dave.
901-364-9813.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements.
honeymoon/ family
cabins.
breathtaking
views.
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814.
HOST
High
School
Exchange Student. Over
25 countries. Seeking families for upcoming school
year. Call: 800-SIBLING.
Visit Web-Site: www.atsesouth.com to read student
profiles on line.

Say

32c lb
753-9075

BIBLE
MESSAGE

A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
LIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking
river,
Smoky
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage, cabins,
jacuzzi, ordained ministers,
040
no tests. Heartland
Roommate
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
Wanted
http://www.heartlandwedRENT
$100.00
+ 1/2 utili
ding.com.
ties. Call before 1:00PM o
A New look for men and
women- Cosmetic surgery leave message. 759-2287.
$0 down, $38 per week, ROOMMATE needed to
hair, breast, lip°, nose. Toll share 3 bedroom house.
Must like animals. Room
free 877-842-8566.
comes furnished. $2501
month + electricity. Call
759-9174, leave message.

759-5177

REGISTER
NOW!

Sandra's Dance
gYin-

050
Lost and Found
LOST: Reward for female
black & gray Blue Healer.
Lost on Sycamore St.
1300 Block. 759-3680.

489-2308 or
753-0330

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

Help Wanted
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

AGE 16-24 Job Corps
offers free Job training &
placement GED classes &
college programs plus free
housing! Over 100 careers
Just give us a call, we'll
Call 800-585-4052
be glad to help,
ARE You connected?
Your loved one we'll
Internet users wanted!
try to find,
$350-5850 / week.
'Cause we all have Furry
www.getwealthy.net
or Feathered Friends,
ATTENTION Drivers- No
Here at the
experience
necessary!
Ledger & Times
TMC Transportation needs
drivers. $650 guaranteed
Call 753-1916
weekly. Potential to earn
060
$900. per week or more
and still get home weekHelp Wanted
ends! For CDL training call
800-206-7364.
$$ GOOD PAY $$
Dependable and enthusi- ATTENTION: Drivers wantastic person needed Part- ed! Company drivers &
time for local business
independent contractors.
$7/per hr. + bonuses
Mawson & Mawson, Inc. Is
270-753-6009
looking for qualified flatbed
10 00AM-9 OOPM
drivers.
Regional
A $35,000 Per yeaii, Opportunities now availCareer! C.R. England able! Great pay and beneneeds driver trainees! 15 fits. Monthly bonus. Call
day CDL training! Housing/ Sherrie for more informameals included! No up tion. 800-262-9766.
front $$$! Tractor Trailer
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
training 888-781-8556.
your own business. Work
A Class CDL company flexible hours. Enjoy unlimdrivers for 1 year experi- ited earnings Call toll
free
ence, average pay $900 888-942-4053
per week! It goes from
there! 800-441-4953
•Pizza
• Catfish
• Bean roll
• Sat. Breakfast Buffet
We sell our Bar-B-Oue
• Sat. Night Fish Buffet $6.95
by the pound
• Sun. Lunch Buffet
Ask about
our specials. .•

Get your Bar-B-Clue
here!

fttlft-No
•

GRANDPARENTS
DAY
r

13--r.z

September 10, 2000

The Shed
Café

Located 8 miles
north of Murray, KY at
Dexter, KY.

Open Tuesday thru Sunday
from 7 an to 9 pm. Closed
every Monday
Phone: 4374568

4.

Tell your grandparents, and the world, how great you
think they are, by publishing your greeting in our special "Grandparents Day Greetings" section on

Saturday, September 9, 2000.

syc
Hic
? READING$
A0Y15E5 IN ALL
PROBLEMS OF LIFE

TELLS PAST,
PRESENT AND FUTURE

Wed 7404t
A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East

767-0508

Crawford's Bar-B-Que is Now

Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9 p.m.
Lunch from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

00
Sarah Elizabeth Thompson
Lane & Amber Garland
Grandparents
Grandparents
Ronald & Shirley Thompson
Michael Garland
Michael Garland
Lana & Kevin Russell
Lana & Kevin Russell
John & Carolyn Lambert
Send photo, names of grandparents, name of child
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:

I
.

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday.
wed/widely
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

060

060
Help Wanted

COL Training. Now hiring
inexperienced drivers for
training and placement
with major trucking company. Classes start weekly
Commonwealth
Truck
Drivers School. Call toll
tree 877-970-4043.
CDL-A Dnvers, all regional
sleep rides, home weekends_ Up to .34 cents per
mile to start, medical, dental, 401K, 2700- 3000
miles weekly. 23 years+ 1
year OTR+. Also lease purchase available. Call 800828-8338 anytime.
COMMERCIAL framers,
drywall hangers, & finishers References required
Must be willing to travel
Please call 270-251-3667,
leave message
DATA Technotogies is now
hiring cable Technicians.
No experience necessary.
Call 762-0026 or Fax
resume to: 762-0208. Drug
Screening required.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600.-$800. per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available. Call
today 1-800-242-7364.
DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages. Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377.) EOE.
DRIVERConvenant
Transport coast to coast
runs, teams start up to
.46c, $1000. Sign on
bonus for exp. Co. drivers
for experienced drivers
800-441-4394.
Owner
operators 877-848-6615.
Graduate students 800338-6428

DRIVERINEXPERI DRIVERS, over the road,
ENCED?- Learn to be an 35 states Flat with sides
OTR professional from a late model conventionals 3
top carrier Great pay. years experience Start
executive-style
benefits .34c-.38c a miles+ beneand conventional equip- fits Call 800-444-6648
ment Call today! U S
DRIVERS- Dare to comXpress, 888-936-3338
pare!
35cpm
loaded/
DRIVER- New pay plan! empty. We are the best!
31c- 35c a mile. Earn 42K- We otter the best! We want
55K a year and enjoy the best! Good work & drivassigned equipment. 99% ing record, 23 years old,
no touch. 50%-60% drop/ DOT physical & drug
hook, great benefits and screen, 6 months- 1year
home time! 800-879-2486 OTR
required
Then
Buske Lines. EOE
National Freight is what
DRIVEROwner/ you're looking for! Call
Operators. Maximize your Steve at 800-893-67914 or
profits at ROEHL! Great John at 800-789-7959.
miles, great programs. Pull DRIVERSGuaranteed
our van or F/B, pull your Home Every Weekend,
F/B, 85c to 96c mi.
Starling pay to 34 cents
$$$800-393-8481$$$.
per mile! Tarping pay,
www.roehl.net
direct deposit, excellent
DRIVERS
Experienced benefits.
Assigned
drivers earn $40,000 & up. Conventional you drive
Guaranteed home time. home. Satellite dispatched.
CDL training & tuition reim- Hornady 800-441-4271.
bursement available for Ext. ET-135.
inexperienced
drivers. DRIVERS- New pay scale.
0/0's welcome. USA truck Top rate. .36 Ask how
to
800-237-4642
qualify! Home every weekDRIVERS
end. No New York City.
LOOK!!!
Also, Owner Operators/
DRIVERS NEEDED!!!
lease purchase needed.
Get Your CDL And
EPES Transport 800-948A Great Job!
6766.
www.epestrans--train Locally
port.com
-Get Paid While In School DRIVERS- When it comes
No Money Out Of
to benefits, we've got all
Your Pocket!
the Bells and Whistles.
-Earn Up To $800
Paid weekly. great pay,
Or More
$1,000 sign on bonus, stu-Get Weekends Off'
dents welcome. SAT- Call
1-800-398-9908
toll free 877-BIG-PAYDAY
DRIVERS Own your own 877-244-7293.
truck for as little as $175 DRIVERS/ OTR- Star
per week! No money down. Transport, Inc. has an
No up front money. Call exciting new pay package.
now! 800-553-2778, ask Experienced drivers can
for Dale or Bob. EOE.
start up to 34c per mile, full
company benefits, excelDRIVERS Wanted
Part-time & Full-time posi- lent home time, great
tions. Dedicated auto parts miles. Must have Class A
run, home weekly. Contact CDL & be able to pass
DOT physical and drug
Tony @800-937-9448.
screen. Training available!
800-974-2462/ 800-5486082/ 888-877-9348.

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVER TRAINING
.4 Week Programs

•Day or Evening Classes
•Job Placement Assistance

-

IL

CALL NOW! 888-722-1919

West Kentucky
Technical College
Tuition Reimbursement Available • Train in Mayfield, KY
Equal EducatIon and Employment Opportunities • NA F,D

North of Murray at Intersection
464 & 1824 •(2701 753-1934

PEACHES
Tree ripened from

Bremer Orchard of Metropolis

SEPT. 7(3 P.M.)

TO BE PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER 9TH.

at the Blondie McClure Apartment
Complex Property North of Wal-Mart
Entrance On 641 North

Name of Child

Tentative Schedule:
Most days of week, including Sunday
Selling 10:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.

August will feature wonderful peaches!

Name of Grandparents

Variety

Approx. Rjpening Time

Cresthaven
Elberta Queen
Finale
Encore
Sweet Sue

Now Ripe
Aug. 12 - Aug. 20
Aug. 13- Aug. 23
Aug. 20 - Aug. 31
Aug. 20 - Sept. 1

Please keep this ad for future reference

1-618-524-5783
Enclosed is $7.50 1st picture, $5.00 each additional picture and
stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of picture.
a

Dale Bremer Orchard of Metropolis
Located 10 minutes from
Paducah's KY Oaks Mall

DRIVERS Allied Van Lines
needs owner operators for
their Special Products
fleet 2 years over the road
experience
required
Average $1 25 per mile
800-634-2200
Dept
AKYS
DRIVERS: North American
Van Lines has tractor trailer
48 state hauling opportunity for owner operators.
Minimum of 3 months
experience required. Call
800-348-2147, Dept. KYS,
DUTCH Essenhaus
is now accepting applications. Apply in person
1674 St. Rt. 121N
FRANKLIN College. 14
day CDL-A training program, no experience necessary, must be 21, 38K
1st year, full benefits, full
tuition assistance. Lifetime
lob placement. Call 888645-8505, Experienced
drivers call 800-958-2353.
FRIENDLY
TOYS
&
GIFTS- Has openings for
party demonstrators &
managers! Home decor,
gifts, toys, Christmas. Earn
cash, trips, recognition.
Free catalog information
800-488-4876.
FULL time
immediate opening.
Operate commercial mail
processing
equipment.
Must have mechanical
aptitude to perform minor
repair and maintenance.
Driving and lifting required.
basic computer skills helpful. Health insurance after
3 months. Apply in person
at Automated Direct Mail,
87 spruce St. #8, Muray,
Ky.

HEAD SWIM COACH
Growing swim team seeks
USS Certified swim coach.
Salary commensurate with
experience. Send resume
and references to:
P.O. Box 1040-Y,
Murray, KY 42071.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Murray-Calloway County Parks
Seasonal Maintenance (20-40 hrs./wk.)

Taking applications for cooks. car hops
and counter help for all shifts.

66.00-$7.00/hr
The Murray-Calloway County Parks is hiring 1-2 seasonal maintenance workers to
work 20-40 hours per week. Pay will
depend on experience and skills.
Employee must possess a valid KY drivers license. Applications are available at
the park office at 900 Payne Street
between 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Delicious Pork Bar-B-Que, Ribs, Chicken,
Tenderloin & Custom Barbecuing

Crawford's Bar.11-Que

DRIVERS/
Owner
Operators needed with
flatbed experience to run
the
Southeast. Home
weekends, terminal pay,
great benefits package.
Recruiting bonus! Welbom
Transport. 800-828-6452,
ext. SCO2.

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT

Dine In or Take Out

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
BRING IN BY

Ad Deadlines
Publish

LE
mDuRRER
GAY & TIMES
Advertising Sales
- Position Available The Murray Ledger & Times is lookingfor the
right individual to fill an advertising representativefull-time position. It may be you!
If you enjoy working with and meeting new
people, are highly-motivated and energetic and
love a challenge, consider this job.
Candidate will be actively working with established local accounts, as well as developing new
business accounts in a rapidly growing community.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, bonuses, and
paid gas allowance are all part of an excellent
benefit package.

Apply in person, no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

WANTED•
•
Individuals 55 years of age or older to work
with the Senior Community Service
Employment Program (Title V). Twenty (20)
hours per week/$5.15 per hour. Fringe benefits.
For information and/or applications, please
contact Gaila Jo Gay at West Kentucky
Allied Services, 222 West Water, Mayfield,
KY 42066, phone no.(270) 247-4046. EOE.

e

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Jackson

Purchase Medical Center in
Mayfield has an immediate full-time opening for a Nuclear Medicine 1V-chnologist.
Applicant must have Kentucky license,
ARRT Registered or Registry Eligible with
experience. Nuclear Certification would be a
plus. Some x-ray duties will be necessary.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, KY 42071

This is a day position with call coverage.
Excellent salary commensurate with experience along with excellent benefit package.
Submit applications at the Department of
Employment Services in Mayfield, Murray
and Paducah.

An Equal Employment Employer

EOE M/FN/D

Interested individuals should send resume to:

•

4
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Apartments For Rent

Homes For Sate

FOISate

FULLTIME position avail
able for detail/car cleanup
Must have prior expen
ence Looking 1or responsi
ble and dependable appli
cants Apply in person 537
Brewers Hwy,
Hardin, Ky.
HUTSON'S Ag
Equipment. Inc
Full-time office position
needed. Clencal and computer
skills
required.
Excellent benefits. Please
call 270-247-4456 M-F,
8:00 to 5:00. Ask for Enn
IMMEDIATE openings at
Mattel Contact Excel office
at 759-8383 for more information

JERRY'S Custom
Cabinets
Now taking applications for
full time employment
Please appty in person 0
409 Sunbury Circle
Monday-Thursday
8AM-5PM
Friday 8AM-2PM

NEED Experience Glean
up man on cars Know how
to buff Must have references Can make $400
week clear 753-8904Days 759-1703- Nights
NEEDED Someone for
kitchen from 9 30am- 2pm
Sandra D's, 94E No phone
calls please
Attendant
NURSERY
needed for local church
Sunday from 8 30am12 00pm Rate $6 00/hr
References required Must
have own transportation
Send letters of interest to
P.O.Box 1040-F Murray,
KY 42071
OWNER Operators and
local drivers dedicated
automotive freight, home
weekends Air ride trailers,
no escrow, 2500+ miles
per week Base plate program fleet insurance program fuel surcharge L&N
Inc
Transportation,
Louisville, KY 502-6324332
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Assistant needed. TuesFri. 9-5. Must have organizational skills. Experience
in sales or photography
helpful. Call Gwen Moss at
270-527-0943.

LOCAL Business seeking
bookkeeper with experience in accounting to manage general business
duties. Must have good
public relations & an eye
for details. This is a part
time position, 20 hours that
will pay between $6 and $8
PROMOTIONS
depending on experience.
COORDINATOR
Please contact Brenda at Newly Created position
759-9622.
due to growth of 93.3
LOCAL Insurance Agency WKYQ and Electric 96.9has an opening for cus- WDDJ. Will coordinate protomer service representa- motional events. Must be
tive. Individual must be fun, high energy, outgoing
energetic, have skills work- dynamo. Will need to be
ing with public, and work- able to work flexible hours.
ing knowledge of comput- Must love radio and be
ers. Send resume and ref- stickler for details. Fully
erences to:
paid medical insurance.
PO Box 596
Apply in person 8am-5pm.
Murray, Ky. 42071
M-F and Sat 10am-Noon at
MAKE Big $$$$ Ginseng studios off Old Mayfield
Farming. Planting season Road. Equal Opportunity
September thru March. Employer.
Ginseng seed for sale. Call
606-376-1394, ask for
Mark.

Nurses Aide
Full Time
10 p.m.-6 a.m.
Prefer exp. but will
train. Pleasant
atmosphere. Good
working conditions.
Apply in person

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.
EOE
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Branch Managers (FYI)
Customer Service
Reps (P/1)
Our First American Cash
Advance Branches in the
Murray area are looking
for quality individuals to
join our growing team.
Customer Service, finance, sales /and or collections experience a plus
for these entry level positions but not required. Full
time benefits include:
•Competitive
Salary
($18K-$21K)
*Bonus Incentives
'Paid vacations
*Medical & Dental
'Short & Long Term Disability
•$20K Free Term Life
So please mail your resume or a letter of introduction in confidence to :
First American
Cash Advance
ATTN: Personnel Director 2845 W. Parrish Ave.
Suite J Owensboro, Ky
42301 or fax to: 270-6916345.
OWNER Operators- New
increased compensation!
84c per mile! Paid/ Plate/
Permits/ Tolls/ Cargo liability, fuel at company cost,
tire purchase program,
100% fuel surcharge, pass
thru and more! Cardinal
Freight Carriers. 800-9353131. E0E.
PART Time Position With
Possibility Of Full Time.
Prefer Individual With
Computer/
Retail
Experience. Apply At Paint
Plus, 918S. 121h.

e

REPRESENTATIVE
To
work with high school international students and host
families
Experience
required Should be willing
to host 888-552-9272, toll
free
RN/LPN
Green Acres is currently
accepting applications for
LPN 6am- 2pm shift and
RN or LPN 6pm- 6am
weekends option Both
positions are eligible for full
time benefits which include
health, dental, vision, life
insurance, personal days,
vacations and 401K. Apply
at Green Acres Health
Care For more information
contact April Cornelius
Adon at 247-6477.
ROUTE DRIVER
Minimum
qualifications;
stable work history, Class
B, CDL, clear MVR.
Benefits include: medical,
dental, vision, competitive
pay, vacation, 401K, stock
purchase
plan_
Applications accepted at:
Waste Management,
3426 St. RI. 45 South,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
SALES & marketing position available at local
women's day spa. Must be
highly motivated w/ experience
preferred.
Mail
resume to P.O. Box 9166
Paducah, Ky. 42005-9166.
SEEKING family to host
Dutch, Czech, Polish,
Spanish,
German
or
Brazilian high school girl or
boy for 2000-2001 school
year. If you can help, call
888-552-9272, toll free.
WAREHOUSE Laborers
Needed for dayshift For
information call 759-5547
WHY Should you come
here to drive a flatbed on a
regional haul? Call 800551-9057 to find out why!

JACKSON PURCHASE
MEDICAL CENTER

RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGISTS
Two immediate full-time positions available
for evening and weekend shifts; one position
is full-time temporary. Applicant must have
Kentucky licensure, ARRT Registry Eligible
with experience. Excellent salary commensurate with experience. Submit applications
at the Department of Employment Services
in Mayfield, Paducah, and Murray, KY.
EOE M/FN/D
DIABETES CARE CENTER PROGRAM
COORDINATOR/DIETICIAN
Jackson Purchase Medical Center has an
immediate opening for a registered dietician
to manage the Diabetes Care Center. This
individual will be responsible for the management of the center, i.e., budget management, accreditation, managing support
groups and supervising personnel. Specific
diabetic education is preferred as well as
experience working with all aspects of diabetes. Submit applications at the
Department of Employment Services in
Mayfield, Paducah, and Murray, KY.
EOE M/FN/D

SERIOUS Professional
neat outside sales representatives To sell satellite
and communication equipment -Must be dependable, will train Excellent
pay. Call for appointment
270-442-7979
Ask forJoseph

HOUSE Cleaning &
Ironing 474-2131

BEAUTY And Tanning
Salon well established 3
station 1 tanning bed, all
supplies and furnishings
included $7500 753-1682
or 435-4667

Paying Union Wages & Benefits
Charleston Prison
300 E. Pedro Simmons Drive
Charleston, Missouri
Phone 573-683-2166
Contact:
John Frisch or Jamie Baugher
Phone 573-683-4115
After 4 p.m.
or
Apply in Person at Jobsite
or
Diecker-Terry Masonry, Inc.
Phone 618-295-3348

Be Your Own Boss!
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a route carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should apply in
person to Janet Walker after 10 a.m.
1001 Whitnell Avenue

1BR Like new, all appliances Diuguid Dr Also 1
br studios near campus
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR Apt Clean and nice
with appl including W/D
No pets!
Call 270-753-9841 or
436-5496

1993 Atlantic home 14x52
Partial furnished Comes
with air conditioner tires,
and axles Vinyl skirting
Phone 901-247-3075 No
answer, leave message

ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456

2BR Near MSU. $325.
water furnished. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
2BR 1st floor apt Dining
room sunroom w/d, near
hospital Separate utilities,
' credit for cleaning 1 year
lease last month free
$550 furnished $500
unfurnished
Call 4354272

$5000

1-800-GO-GUARD

CITY OF MURRAY
PART-TIME POSITION
AVAILABLE

PRIMARY DUTIES: Clean and maintain
city streets by running street sweeping
machine for approximately 25 hours per
week during the late night/early morning
hours. May assist in storm drain clearing
and other street maintenance activities
on as needed basis. Minimum hourly
rate for position will be $8.15 per hour.
Will need to be able to perform basic
maintenance on equipment. CDL preferred or will assist in obtaining license.
Please contact the City Clerk's office
located at 207 S. 5th Street, Murray, KY
to obtain a job application. Applications
close by Wednesday, August 16, 2000.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

NURSING

EXPERIENCED
BRICKLAYERS

PRE-PAID Phone cards
sell from your store
Restaurant, home or dorm
room We provide everything, plus top commissions Delivery from here in
KY 270-683-0690

1993 Fleetwood 14x72
QUEEN Size Oak bedroom 2br, 2 bath $10,900 753suite $400 Featherweight 6319
TEMPORARY Full time
sewing machine $350 1994 Fleetwood 16x80
help needed for mechaniANTIQUES, Collectibles, 10ft Chest type freezer with landscaped acre lot
cally inclined laborers For
Furniture and Primitives $150 Sewing machine $38,000 753-0902 please
a job to start approx Sept EXCELLENT PROFITSWe Will Buy 1 Piece or cabinet $25
leave message
1st in Murray, KY May lead Log Home Wholesalers
Entire Estates Call
753-0814
1997 28x68 Franklin Will
to permanent position with Join proven 18 year Log
753-3633
RESTAURANT
sell for $52,000 For more
company Call 1-888-214- Manufacturer, 16 Kiln-dried
CASH paid for good, used
equipment for sale
information call 753-2452
1047 for more info
log styles starting $12,190. rifles, shotguns, & pistols
Unit #11 Paris Landing 3BR 2 bath mobile home
UPSCALE Hair & Tanning Exclusive territory. Mr. Benson Sporting
Goods, Storage on Hwy 79 North WI extra mobile home
Salon Now hiring for all Buck 800-321-5647. Old 519 S
12th, Murray.
August 17,18,19,& 20 or by hook-up on approximately
positions. Stylists, recep- Timer Log Homes.
HOMES,
Apartments, appointment Stove, grill, 4 acres of land 753-5086
tionist,
nail
tech
& OWN Your Own $1 00
Commercial, Farms. Quick car broiler, freezer, dishes, Wilson Real Estate
masseuse. Talented pro- Store or choose apparel,
Baker/ pot & pans & more For
fessionals will have guar- shoe, western wear, lin- Closings.
FOR Sale or rent to own
appointment call 901-642anteed pay with bonus gene, bridal, gift. Includes Investments 1-800-531 1992 Clayton
16x70.
7286
incentives. Call 7593343 or inventory, fixtures, buying 2246.
$15,500 270-345-2283.
TOUCH
screen cash regis
come by 616 N. 12th St.
150
trip, training. Minimum
ter terminals w/ printer. HM & Sons Mobile Home
Artictoo
Call
$19,900.
investment
Sharp model #3300 full Mover. 18yrs. experience
For
Licensed & insured in
Liberty. 501-327-8031.
programmable, 3 termiKentucky. Tennessee &
1991 SOMERSET 14'x64' nals, 1 cash draw, 3 printIllinois. 437-3939
ers
used
1
1/2
yrs
Houseboat
like
new.
Compators
SIGNING BONUS
Sleeps 8 party top, wrap- Datasym model 2020 cash MOBILE HOME LOANS around curtains, 12.5 kw register w/ drawer, used 1 5% down, Refinancing/
COMPUTER
Equity Loans Free sellers
westerbeck
generator yr. 270-753-2334 ask for
PROBLEMS?
FREE
kit. Land or home loans
Calvin.
extension
runner
for wave
Don't be left out just
Repo and assumable
COLLEGE TUITION
because you have an and hoist At Green River UNDELIVERED Buildings! loans
Green
Tree
Manna,
270-465-3289
Apple computer. Call the
Must go immediately! Financial, 800-221-8204;
Mac Doc! Hard drives, 1992 BUICK Regal LTD. Factory direct! Save thou- 800-554-8717
connections, Multi port V-6, low miles sands. 25x32, 30x44,
Internet
KY NATIONAL
software Loaded all power options. 40x50, 50x110. Financing
modems,
upgrades, printing prob- Warranty remaining. Real available. Ideal shops,
GUARD
lems, whatever. I can help! nice car! Retails $6,000. garages, storage. Call 8003BR, 11.2 bath $275/
753-5778.
Asking $5000 obo. Phone 341-7007.
090
Frankfort 502-227-0018 or WANT A Computer? But no month. 753-6012
Domestic& Childcare
KELLERS
502-330-1150.
COMPUTER PLACE.
cash? MMX Technology ATTRACTIVE 14x60 2br,
mobile home. Deck, underCLEANING houses is my
New Hardware, Software, 2 ROCKFORD Fosgate will finance with "0" down
business. Reliable. Call
Upgrades & Free
15's In box, new Orion Past credit problems, no pinning & carport, C/ gas
Linda. 759-9553.
Estimates. Mid West
Cobalt 260w Amp
problem. Call toll free 888- H/A. $325/ rent/ deposit.
753-7953.
Internet. On 121S
753-3259
718-4760.
CUSTOM CLEANING
436-5933.
Tailored To Customer
2 TON Central A/C unit
WINDOW & Siding Sale MOBILE Homes For rent
9a.m.-7p.m.
Cleaning
Needs.
Like new Asking $350
$69. per month. All credit Quiet country setting Call
474-8027
Mon-Sat
Commercial & Residential.
437-3088
accepted. No money down!
Visa/ Mastercard.
270-474-8340.
Please
NICE
2br,
Mobile home
warranty!
Call
toll
Lifetime
BRISTOL Motor Speedway
Leave A Message
tickets for Apnl 2001 489- free today for free esti- No pets 753-9866
mates!
888-670-3035
2083
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
BUILDING
Clearance Weatherseal U.S.A

WestView

WANTED

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

MOM'

LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSE
Licensed with the Kentucky Board of
Nursing. Full time 3-11 shift. Competitive
salary with shift differential.
Benefits include: Health/Dental/Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare; Tuition
Reimbursement;
CONTACT: Cathleen Haley, RN; Clinical
Coordinator @762-1591 or pick up application. EOE
270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET•HURRAY• KENTUCKY 42071

Sale Guaranteed lowest WOLFF TANNING BEDSprices Beat next price Tan at home. Buy direct
increase 20x24 $2800 and save! Commercial/
25x30
$3866
30x40 home units from $199 Low
monthly payments Free
$5362
35x50 $7568
40x60 $8648
Others. color catalog. Call today
Pioneer
800-668-5422. 800-842-1310.
Since 1980
WORD processor 6 yrs old
DELL Computers... Built to W/ owner manual. $200.
Order. Pentium III avail- Diaper Genie never been
able. Resolved credit prob- used. $10. 270-365-1352.
lems OK! $0 down, low
monthly payment- O.A.C.
Open 7 days. Limited time
free interent access- most REFRIGERATOR, Almond
areas.
800-477-9016 side by side. Water, ice in
Code MA24. www.omcso- door. Excellent condition
lutions.com
436-2667.
FOR Sale or lease, WHIRLPOOL Washer &
1600sq. ft. commercial Dryer. 2yrs old. Heavy
building on approximately duty, like new. $250.
one acre in good location
767-0597.
in Taylor County. Owner
will finance, possession in
approximately 120 days.
270-465-7708.
BEAUTIFUL Antique twin
GIBSON Air Conditioner.
beds with mattresses.
18,000 btu's. $350. Used 1
obo. Wood futon. 1yr
$300.
season. 759-4683.
old. $100. firm. Call Sandy
CABLE or Rich 759-0859.
"KISS YOUR
GOODBYE!"- Only $69.
NEW Shipment!
Includes 18" Little Dish
All sofas, loveseats, reclinSystem 40 channels for
ers, bedding. and all
$19.99 a month. Toll free
instock merchandise on
888-292-4836. C.O.D. or
sale! We will save you
FED EX
credit card
money!
Delivery!
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd
753-1502

Hoffman's
Inc. Sale

*Patio Furniture 60% off
"Selected Napkins &
Paper Plates 70% oft
"Acrylicware 75% off
*Dept_ 56 Houses 25% off
'Selected Candles
(includes Citronella)
50% off
'Picture Frames 50% off
*Mexican Pottery 25% off
'T-Shirts 25% off
*All Decorative Pots 25% off
'Weathervanes 50% off

H•E•A•L•T•H
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the followtng lob openings
Licensed Practical Nurses: Long Term Care
PRN positions available: Full-Time 3-11
Registered with the KY Board of Nsg
Nursing Assistants: Long Term Care
Full-Time and Part-Time positions
Prefer certified but will train.
10% Increase for certification
Benefits include: Health/Dental/Life Ins.,
Holiday/Vacation/Sick Pay, Child Care,
Attendance Bonus, Tuition Reimbursement
Contact:
Kristy Weaver,
RN,ADON LTC
2'70-762-1 277
For more information.
Equal Opportunity

Employer

M'URRAY
CALIDVAIT
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

AM Poplar Street • Murray. Kentui ky 12071

'All Annuals & Tropicals
40% off

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8-4
Sun. Closed
Hwy. 94 East
759-4512

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
300
Business Rentals
BUILDING For Lease. 519
S. 12th St. (Hwy 641S.
Call 753-1342 for info.

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

TOBACCO for sale Ready
to cut in 2 weeks
435-4196
&mica'
PIANO FOR SALE
Take on low monthly payment Beautiful console
piano No MONEY down
1-800-371-1220
WOODEN Signet clarinet
for sale $100.00 Call 7538393

STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14.
$9,094,
50x 75x 14,
50x100x16,
$12,275:
$16,879;
60x100x16,
Mini-storage
$18,261.
buildings, 40x160. 32 units,
$16,914. Free brochures.
www.sentinelbuildings corn
Sentinel Buildings, 800- 1985 14x70 Fleetwood
2br. 1 bath 2 porches, all
327-0790, extension 79.
outbuilding
STORAGE Buildings built appliances,
759-5911,
leave mesCall
on sight. Any size, priced
hundreds under any other sage
competitor's price Call 1992 FLEETWOOD 3br, 2
bath All appliances, C/H/A
437-4877 for details
Underpinning
Excellent
STRAW for sale $2 bale
condition $15,500 753Call 489-2436 if no answer,
1682 or 435-4667
leave message

3BR, 2 bath. C/H/A, w/d.
No pets, lease $600
deposit $600 month New
duplex. 1600 Oak Hill
Cellular 559-2097
4BR Townhouse Coleman
RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
DUPLEX. 2Br. 1909-B
Westwood Dr. Lease. No
pets. $360. plus deposit.
753-8002
EFFICIENCY
APT
Partially furnished Water &
trash disposal paid W/D
available No pets! 7679037
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br
house W/D, furnished,
near
MSU
753-1252
before 5pm, 753-0606 after
5pm
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SPACIOUS 2br basement
apt 416N 8th 489-2741
WOW!
No waiting list!
Southside Manor Apts
1&2 br, apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
Houses For Rent

Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt Near University.
Stove, refrigerator $225/
month 753-5992

1BR Furnished cozy apt.
Near hospital. W/D. separate utilities, credit for
cleaning 1 year lease,
12th month free. Call
435-4272
1BR apts Low utilities,
$100 deposit. no lease
required, no pets. $225 &
[
WI 8atkitaxi
$235/ mo. 753-3949
1BR.,
all
appliances.
8FT. oak carved bookcase,
University $325/mo 1yr
9ft oak carved court cuplease+ deposit, no pets.
board w/loins. Victorian
1br., furnished downtown
bedroom suite, French
(upstairs) $255/mo. lyr
carved high back chair
lease+ deposit, no pets.
w/leather upholstery and
2br., furnished downtown.
lady support. Victorian and
(upstairs). $285/mo. 1 yr
couches
and
French
lease+ deposit, no pets
loveseats. Needle point
2br., stove, refrigerator. w/d
chairs
rugs.
and
hook-up, C/H/A, 15 miles
Staffordshire lions, Always
north of town. $285/mo 1yr
linens.
lease+ deposit, no pets.
Hwy 68, Plama.
753-4937 8-5 M-F.
270-527-8186.
furnished
apt.
1BR..
Watch For The
$225/mo. No pets. Next to
Strawberry
121 fairgrounds.
753-3139.
2BR Duplex at 1707-A
Ridgewood $350/ month.
759-4406.
35 MASSY Ferguson Very
good condition
753-1227

SAW Mill Lumber
Oak 4x4, 8ft $3.00. Oak
1x6, 8t1 $1.50 & $3.00.
Cherry 1x6. 8ft $3.00.
Maple 1x6, 811 $3.00.
435-4494.
SCAFFOLD Wagon
759-1723

1/2 acre $100/mo 753
6012

2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper
C/H/A $325 Also 2br.
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR , garbage, water
Deposit & lease required
$275/mo. 753-8355

2BR., 1 bath, utility, large
detached garage, spacious
landscaped lot 2 miles out
on Hwy 121 S. $435/ mo
753-8251
2BR , gas heat $325 +
deposit 753-9826
House
near
3BR
University. Stove, refrigerator, C/H/A, w/d hook up
$535/mo
1yr
lease,
deposit. No pets.
753-4937. M-F, 8-5
3BR, 2 bath brick house
C/H/A. fenced backyard.
convenient location in
town $550/ month. Would
also sell if interested
(Available September 1st)
759-9246
501 South 6th Cottage
3br, LR, DR, 1 bath
Upstairs bonus room
$550/ month 753-8220,
615-748-3608
9TH St
3br, 2 bath. $495/mo.
+ security. No dogs.
270-474-2520.
CUTE 2br. farmhouse. 4
miles from town. $350/mo.
753-0724
ON Kentucky Lake
2br home, fully furnished
$350/mo + deposit & utilities Call 436-5459 after
5PM
SMALL ,house on lake 5273113.

FoRREsT ViEw
APARTMENTS
1213 'S. 16th St.

Now accepting applications for 2 Br.
townhouses, basic rent $305/month.
Office Hours:
10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Call 753-1970
I' qii.sI 111111sing Opiwornin,t

GET RESULTS
Place your ad in the Murray Ledger & Times
Hp,,' E state • Help Wanted • Personals • Lost
Found Merchandise • Announcements • Greetings
There are several ways to place your ad:

Phone
753-1916

Fax
753-1927

1001 Whrtnell Ave
Murr ,KY42071
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400

FOR rent
4br , 2 5 bath brick home
just outside of town on nice
1 4 acre wooded lot
Available Aug 21 for $700
a month on a month to
month basis Call Earleen
at Kopperud Realty 7531222

360

400

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
LREEKVIEW STORAGE
520-540 On Center Drive
Behind Toms Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

440

Yard Seise

Yard Sales

MOVING/YARD
SALE- 8 PARTY
88 Magness Rd.

GARAGE SALE

121 N. to Hwy. 299
thru Kirksey
Marshall Co. Line
1st Rd. on Right

FRI. & SAT. -8 a.m.

Storage Rentals

THURSDAY AUGUST 10, 2000

95 VIP boat, kids
clothes, furniture, junk
and etc.

YARD
SALE

Lob f-or Sala

310 Dunbar
1st house on left
on 444
Fri. & Sat.
Brass twin bed,
end tables,
Southwestern
couch & chair,
loveseat, clothes,
shoes, lots of
items.

MOVING SALE
301 N. 4th St.
Fri., Aug. 11
7:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

323 lrvan St
FRI. & SAT.
Washer and new
dryer, gas stove,
fouton bed, stools
and breakfast bar,
recliner and lots

Aquariums, gas dryer,
vintage tools, furniture.
electronics,
household, computer
accessories,
light fixtures,
books.

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

Pets .1 Supplies
AKC Boxer Puppies $250
270-247-6215 after 5p m.
AKC Registered Cocker
Spaniel puppies Available
now Shots & papers. Call
759-9834.
AKC Registered Shih-Tzu
puppies Shots & wormed
Ready to go last of July.
S350 Call 901-352-2144
AKC Shih-Tzu Males &
females, all colors. shots &
wormed. 901-352-0037
901-642-5151.
BOSTON Bull Terriers (1)
4yr old male (1) 9 month
old female 345-8534
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
REGISTERED Golden3
Retriever Puppies $200
270-247-4048
UKC Rat Terrier. 4 1/2 mo.
old
Almost completely
housebroken. To good
home only. Call 759-9215,
ask for Ellen or leave message

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Aug. 11-12
till 10:30 a.m.
LaFollette Dr.

Sat. Aug. 12
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
709 Main St.

baby stroller w/carrier $100, 0-18 mo.
girls, womens and
boys clothes,
almost new Nikes,

(across from library)
Teen clothes. Legos,
micro machines, jewelry, decor and household items Odds &
ends for everyone.

3 Family
Yard Sale
Sat. Aug. 12
Corner of 6th & Elm
7 a.m. - ?
No early birds
many household
items, baby items and
strollers, toys, some
antique furniture

Lake Property
TENNESSEE
Lake
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900. Beautifully
wooded,
spectacular
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course! Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested.
Low, low financing. Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext.
6041.

GREAT Start Home with
1000,0 financing available
1709 Calvin Wilson Road
is a 3br, 1 bath home on
one acre, priced in the
560's 303 Woodlawn is a
3br. 1 bath home priced in
the low 550's Call Grey's
Properties at 759-2001 and
11 TRACTS OF LAND
ask for Lynda Compare
7-12 Acres per tract. the monthly payment with
Property located off of Hwy your rent, YOU MAY BE
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old SURPRISED!
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
PRICE Reduced!
proposed new Hwy 80 For
3br, 2 bath in city Owner
more information please
relocating 753-4549
view property, review post
PRICE REDUCED!
ed data, then please call
Immediate Possession
270-441-2253.
Outstanding 2 story home
12 acres for sale in
4br, 21/2 bath 1520
Kirksey. 759-0289
Canterbury 436-5922
after 6:00 pm
RENTAL House & 2 apts.
in Murray. Need repair.
460
Reduced
to $39,000.
Positive cash flow. 753tfornLks For Sale
2479.
2BR, 1 bath, Brick,2 ca TWO Story Brick. 3br. 3
garage Deck, pool, 2 out bath. 2 acres. West
buildings
1
acre Country Call 435-4214.
Coldwater area $62,000
UNFINISHED
Country
489-6182
Cottage.
Rustic
Oak
2BR., 1 bath, carport Framed. post & beam. On
detached garage, 2 acre I acre, built 1996. Best
landscaped lot 2 miles out offer over 37K. Call
on 121S. Possible owner
489-6108.
financing. $49,900. 7538251

Lots For Sale

GARAGE SALE
1551 Canterbury
Dr.
Aug. 11th & 12th
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Bar stools, end tables,
antique desk chair,
Samsonite luggage.
misc.
items
and
famous label men's
shirts L to 3XL, men's
trousers 38-44, men's
sweaters XL.

1

LOTS for sale Starting a
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

3 or 2 bath Brick home on
nice lot. 1500sq ft. living
1987 Suzuki 4 wheeler.
space plus 1 car garage.
Kick start $2,100 Just like
579,000. Call 753-3903 new.
436-5156.
after 4p.m.
1994 HARLEY Davidson
3BR, 1 bath. Dining room Fat
Boy 11,xxx miles
living room, utility. 1300sq. Lowered,
Sharp Call 270ft. Under roof. Carport,
554-2099
storage building. Freezer,
fridge, stove, microwave.
w/d. 562.000. 474-8544.
BUILDER Offers two new
brick homes for sale in city
One 3br and one 4br Both
deluxe homes. Call 7533903 after 4:00pm for further information.

Place an ad with..
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US
•Average credit inot perfect)
•Steady income history

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.
Call 753-1916 For Details

ESTATE SALE
The Jerry Burkhart Estate is offering for sale the following farm
equipment:
Massey Ferguson Hay Baler #12,
Serial No. 906506591; Massey
Ferguson Hay Rake #25, Serial No.
005338; Bush Hog Cutter #12 Serial
No. 20150; Post Hole Digger; Plow;
Burch Disk 6 ft. 3 pt. Hitch; Spreader;
Blade 6 ft. 3 pt.; 2 Hay rings; Massey
Ferguson Sickle mower 6 ft, 3 feed
troughs; 1 Hay spear 3 pt.; two 20x6
gooseneck livestock trailers; one
24x6 gooseneck livestock trailer.

Call Mrs. Burkhart at 753-1847

90 Yamaha RT-180 dirt
bike $950 759-1958
CLOSE Out Deals on new
99 Husqvarna motorcy
cies Priced below dealer
cost We have motor cross
& Enduro models in stock
from 125cc- 610cc- 4
stroke Call Andy or Dave
901-364-9813
1996
POLARIS
300
Xplorer 4x4, front & rear
racks Good condition, low
hours 489-2927
1997 YZ125. 2 gas tanks.
New plastic gold DID
chain. Extremely nice. Call
Andy or Dave. 901-3649813.

1995
JEEP
Grand
Cherokee Laredo. Loaded,
$10,500. otro. 753-6885.
Used Cars
1954 PLYMOUTH Plaza
and 1977 Ford Maverick,
both drivable. Need body
work. Call 270-247-3583,
leave message.

OPEN HOUSE
Friday, August 11 4-6 p.m.

1200 Dogwood East
4 Bedrooms, 2-1/2 Baths

GREY'S
PROPERTIES

Lynda Grey Houck, Broker • (270)759-2001

NEW HOME

527-5460 or 354-8966

REAL ESTATE
& PERSONAL PROPERTY
Saturday, August 19, 2000•10 a.m.
312 North 8th Street, Murray, KY
(Corner of8th St. and Payne St. acrossfrom City Park)

If you appreciate quality and lots oft:, sou won't want to miss this
auction. Auction conducted
for the estate of the late Nell Outland, a fine antique dealer and collector
for many years.

C

1983 SILVERADO Lveta
4-1 Tree Service
305 built auto No rust
Stump Removal
Minor
body
damage
492-8737
79,xxx original miles New
437-3044
tires, chrome mag wheels
Free Estimates
$2400
1987
Toyota
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Cressida 4dr, new tires,
Decks, Home Additions,
great condition No rust
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
CD player. $2300 Call
Garages, Carports, Pole
436-6050
Barns, Metal Buildings,
1985 TOYOTA Corolla. Fencing Hardwood Floors
68,xxx miles. Front end Installed
&
Finished
damage. $700. obo. Call Quality
Workmanship
753-6098
Affordable
Rates
1988 HONDA Accord LXI
Licensed
$1800 obo 270-354-9969
753-7860 753-9308
1989 MAZDA 929, V-6,
ADAM'S Home
automatic, loaded. Moon
Improvements
roof. Good car, $2,100
Remodeling, Repairs,
Also, nice 1995 Geo Pnsm
Painting, Decks
LSI. 4 cyl. 5spd. Loaded.
No job too small
CD, cassette. Moonroof
437-3192.
$3200. Call 270-376-2146. AFFORDABLE Hauling,
1990 NISSAN Maxima
tree work, cleaning out
Satin Pearl, sunroof, CD sheds, gutters, etc
player, burgundy leather
436-2867
interior, new tires. 154,xxx
ALL Carpentry Service
miles. Excellent condition.
From Foundation to
489-2544, leave message.
Finish
1991 CADILLAC Sedan
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Seville. 4dr, extra clean
Remodeling* Repairs.
56,xxx miles. $65000
Custom Cabinets*
753-0792.
Concrete
Work AGC
1993 FORD Probe Looks
Certified
& runs good. A/C, sunroof,
435-4272
p/w, pit Cassette, $3400
ALL
Carpentry,
obo. 270-382-2989.
Electrical. Home building.
1998 TOYOTA Corolla
additions,
remodeling.
$12,700. 35,xxx miles.
Rotten floors, sagging
Excellent
condition.
roofs. Home & Mobile
Loaded 753-1940, leave
repair,
vinyl
siding.
message.
References. Call Larry
1999 BUICK Park Avenue. Nimmo.
Like new, 16,xxx miles. 753-9372, 753-0353.
White with gray leather
ANTENNAS
Including
interior. Call 753-4575 after
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
7p.m.
amplifiers, and acces2000 FORD Taurus SE. sories.
New body style Loaded, Dish Network & Direct TV
V-6, 27,xxx miles Hunter Satellite Systems, Sales.
Green. $14,900
Service and Installation.
270-247-5265.
Beasley's Antenna
87 Chrysler LaBaron,
& Satellite,
white, 2dr. burgundy interi- 500 N. 4th St, Murray. KY
or, 91,xxx miles $1,000
502-759-0901.
0130. 753-0878.
BACKHOE SERVICE

QUALITY
ANTIQUES!
This pmpertyfaces the beautiful Murray City park along 8th Street which adds to
its uniquely relied set
ring. The large back iwn creates plenty of outdoor mom. Also in the back is
a nice 9'x 15' workshop.
This two bedroom brick home has all city utilities and is move in ready.

Open House: Sunday, August 13th, 2-4 p.m.
Quality antique furniture • glass, china and silver • walnut vanity with bench
• matching walnut
chest • twin beds • walnut night stand • lamps• shades and light fixtures
(some Victorian some
later)•6 piece Springfield. MO walnut bedroom set Lillian Russell style
with full length cheval
mirror • RS Germany tea pot. creamer and sugar • nice Nippon pieces •
occupied Japan items
including Blue Willow • I800'5 lap string instrument made in Washington.
MO • walnut game
table • wooden book case • antique rocker • cobalt glass • lady's wooden
desk with carved legs
• Victorian marble top fern stand • many old framed prints • Bavarian
hat pin holder • signed
Gone With The Wind style lamp• occasional tables • many old hand painted
plates•child's chair
• brass pieces • Delft plate • English cups and saucers • stoneware •
opalescent glass • oak sideboard • metal bread box • sterling silver dresser pieces (brushes, hair picks,
perfumes)• several
sets of old silver plate flatware • chalk wall pieces • hair receiver • hickory
picnic basket • very
old pottery lamp base • 2 large pieces of Roseville pottery • collection
of old Southern Living
magazines • sterling silver vases, cigarette lighter, candle sticks and salt & pepper
• marble top
coffee table • depression glass • advertising pieces • cruets • salt cellars • flow blue
china • large
set of German China • several pieces of Chintz• glove boxes•old Seth Thomas
eight day clocks
• vasoline glass • cut glass • Limoges • walnut fern stand • cranberry
glass • beautiful mirror in
ornate gold frame • television • sofa • dinette set • Hot Point washer • dryer • refrigerator
• Magic
Chef electric range • microwave • lamp table.
Come Spend the day with us - Refreshments and plenty ofshade available.

All This Plus Much, Much More

Frl

Tram OR Relialhlk; l5qe down dav of auction, balance within .10 dem upon delivery of deed
RIMS Oil ifflPflai Prepgrty; Complete settlement day of auction
Not responsible or accidents..4nnouncements
di', of sale take precedence over all printed material.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris • CAI Auctioneer • Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd • Broker
"The Sound of Selling"

P.O. Box 149 • Hazel, KY •(270)492-8796

- ATTENTION'
Homeowner"
Display
homes wanted vinyl siding
replacement windows- no
payments until Jan 2001
Payments
starting
at
$79 00 a month All credit
qualified 800-251-0843
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838
GUTTERS
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters Variety of colors
Free estimates
West Ky Seamless
Gutters 753-0278
HANDYMAN Jobs
Decks, replace shingles,
gutters, painting plumbing,
electrical, vinyl, shower
doors, brick & block work
No job too small! 7537416
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Give us a call. Yes we paint
houses. Phone:
436-5759 or 753-2388.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-877-902-5262

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal. Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827
SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming. leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration. overseeding
fertilization,
&
bed
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113
1995 DODGE Caravan BOB'S Plumbing Repair
One owner, good condi Free estimates. All work
tion. Low mileage. Cal guaranteed. Call 753-1308
Free Column
759-5238 or 753-2905.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for FREE: Firewood. 10 acres
motor home, boats, RVs of tree tops. Within 3 miles
and etc. Excellent protec- of Murray. 753-4376.
1979 CHEVY Silvered° tion, high quality, excellent
FREE: Puppies.
1/2 ton, tan, new rebut! value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
Call 492-8814
350 motor, many new
Cecil McLeod's
parts. Directional wheels,
Lawnmower Repair
like new tires. $2000. obo,
753-9814
492-6322.
CONCRETE Finishing.
1997
FORD F-150
•Dnveways
FLRSD. Super cab, 4wd,
*Patios
short bed. 5AL, V-8 PF1,
*Sidewalks
white
Loaded. 3rd door,
•Free estimates
with gray leather interior.
435-4619.
38,xxx miles. Excellent
Yana

3,400 sq. ft. of living space • C/H/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres•2-car garage •
master bedroom suite • large great room •
fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms•3 baths • oak cabinets. $167,500.

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

YARD SALE
(Multi-Family)
94W to Lynn Grove, follow signs.
694 Workman Road
Fri. & Sat. 7 a.m. - Noon
Boy's & girl's clothes up to size
10/12, women's clothes size 10/12,
men's XXL, sleeper sofa, t.v.'s, No
junk.
Rain or Shine

'87 Suzuki Quad Racer
$600 Call after 5PM 4745782

By Owner

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

A

81 Honda bike 5900 OBO
767-0922

ELEGANT 3br, brick. 2
baths, whirlpool, great
room, all white kitchen
Dining room, bonus room.
blinds. 116 Murray Estates 759-4644.

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

FOR SALE SIGN
NOT ATTRACTING
ATTENTION?

4-WHEELER 50cc- 100cc
Brand new, automatic
trans, priced as low as
$1595 Call Andy or Dave
901-364-9813

MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale
270-435-4487,
1-888-673-0040

440

MOVING
SALE
Kut 'N Kurl
615-0 South 12th
Aug. 11th & 12th
7:00 a.m.
Plants, furniture,
clothing, toys, too
much to mention.

435

Used Cars

Homes Ft Sate

condition. $22,000.
270-759-4730.
1998 SILVERADO 3/4 ton.
Ext. cab. 4x4, like new.
16,xxx miles. $21,500.
firm. 753-0792.
68 CHEVY pick up. V-6, 3
speed. $550. 759-9424.

2000 DODGE Stratus Al
power, save thousands
753-0603
'97 Tigershark Daytona
770, low hours, garage
kept, serviced regularly,
fast, like new. Call 4365469.
FISHING Boat & Trailer
436-2768

Services Offered
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
•Dnveways
*Parking lots
•Striping

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.
ELECTRICAL
New construction.
remodeling, or just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured.
753-0834
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Insured.
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., Aug. 12th, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY. From Mayfield take
121 South through Coldwater, turn south on hwy. 1836. Follow to auction. From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove, KY. Watch for
auction signs.
Maple bedroom suite - French Provincial 4 piece bedroom suite - odd beds dresser & chest - sofa & chair - sofa, loveseat & chair - electric cook stove microwave - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans - some old glass & china old mixing bowls - old red & blue refrigerator bowls - set of very old Fiesta
vases made in U.S.A. This is the mark that is on them +++- vanity lamp - nice
table lamps & floor lamps - nice old picture & frames - color t.v.'s - recliner nice old Philco radio phonograph model, free standing floor model 46-1226 very old and unusual small old chest or cabinet - set of old golf clubs - other golf
clubs - new vanity tops & sinks - new counter tops - electric fans - new bathroom cabinet - Bentwood rocker - folding chairs - wrought iron coffee table drop leaf coffee table - weight lifting equipment - electric sewing machine - knee
hole desk - new 5 h.p. gas air compressor - skill saw - wrenches - log chains nice riding mower - push mower - yard swing - 40' van trailer that is loaded with
furniture and other household items - nice 92 Royale Oldsmobile car and much
more.
Auction held rain or shine. Lunch available. Not responsible for accidents.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays-
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Services Offered

HOME IMPROVEMENT
FROM BASEMENT TO CHI/Cirri HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!
TREE
EXTERIOR
ROOFER
SERVICES
CLEANING

r,;
.,c-r --- --Lamb Brothers
civ,Arkbi Tree Service
sc

houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
idiCENSED I INSURED Flve Estimates
k - 24 Hr Service

David's Cleaning
Services

Metal Roofing
for

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing "Mobile Homes
•Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

Tree Trimming

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
& Stump
Paul Luna
Removal

1-800-909-9064

David Borders

Phone (270) 759-

IHICOME IMPR.COArEMEWTS

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane off East Sycamore Street, features
this Chow mix pup, eight weeks old, male, named Chubby,
left, and these kittens, nine weeks old, male and female
named Baby Girl and Marshell, among the many animals
available for adoption. Shelter officials urge persons to call
the animal shelter if they have lost or found an animal.
Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday and closed on Sunday.
For information call 759-4141.

A

David's Home Improvement

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Serving The Area For 27 Years

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

Guitarist's daughter's
remains found in river

CONCORD, Calif. (AP) — In trauma before they were dismema strange tale with a mounting bered, Jewett said. Their remains
• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
death toll, the search for the 22- were found Monday, Tuesday and
Plus „ail other home improvements
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
year-old daughter of blues gui- Wednesday in eight duffel bags;
1824 State Route 121 N.
BY CERTIFIED STAFF
tarist
Elvin Bishop and a missing one bag contained a human head,
David
Gallimore,
Owner
Murray,KY 42071
elderly couple has ended with the another a torso.
Hrs: 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri.•Sat By Appt.
Free Estimates
discovery of their dismembered
"It was creepy when they liftPhone/Paz 270-753-8087
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660
901-247-5422
bodies in a river.
ed up the canvas bag," Rachel
Authorities confirmed Wednes- Linden, who manages
the marina
day that the remains found in duf- with her husband,
told the San
fel bags recovered - from the Francisco Examiner.
"You could
Mokelumne River were those of see blood mixed with the
water."
Selina Bishop, Ivan Stineman, 85,
Bishop's mother Jennifer VilA
and his wife. Annette. 78.
larin, 45, and friend Joseph GamThe last time Bishop was heard ble, 54, were found
shot to death
from was the day before her moth- on Aug. 3. The couple
•
had been
•
For the best possible prices
Protect your asphalt from gas, oil,
er and a friend were found shot apartment-sitting for
Bishop, who
.us.
oxidation,
water
penetration.
to death in Bishop's apartment: had reportedly
since 1958....
gone to Yosemite
and many other harmful factors
•
Authorities have not officially National Park with
•
that
rob
your
asphalt
of
itself!
7
Helzer.
•
Cross Country Or Local
linked the five deaths.
Glenn Helzer, 30. his brother
sphalr noes Not Improve
;
Bishop was last seen in a restau- Justin Helzer, 28, and
•
With Age And Thai Is Why
Licensed & Insured
friend Dawn
•
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
rant with her boyfriend, Glenn Heli- Godman. 26, are
ASPHALT
suspected
of
1-877-902-5262
• 1-270-753-2555
(across from Memorial Gardens)
er, who is one of three suspects killing the
MAINTENANCE
Stinemans and Bishop.
being held in her death and those prosecutors said.
IS A MUST!
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 .Sat. 9-4
Owner & Operator
They were being
of the elderly couple. He was their held without
GUARANTEE ON MA ERIAL
bail Wednesday on
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
*Luke Lamb*
former stockbroker, prosecutors other charges.
& WORKMANSHIP
Free Delivery • 753-4566
c
said.
41-: CAN SAVI. m
The Stinemans were last seen
Greed and extortion appear to
CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD•CARPET
he among the motives for the slayalive July 30. Their daughter reportDo the OWNERS where you
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
ings of the Stinemans. said Harold ed them missing Aug. 3 after
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
repeated phone calls to their ConJewett, a Contra Costa County
buy your new flooring
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS
cord home went unanswered and
deputy district attorney. He would
personally install for you?
1211 State Route 121 North
not elaborate.
newspapers piled up at their front
WE DO!Over 34 Years
door.
"It's a little bit of a mystery
Call
Us
Experience!
why Selina met her end the way
Palm prints from at least one
Visit Our Showroom Today
she
did,"
of
the Helzer brothers were found
Jewett
said.
BUILT
TO
A
HIGHER
STANDARD
6
Tom FRY
Bishop may have been involved
inside the couple's van. Jewett
Taylor
CAR
OR C
We Service AllBrands
Ra
in a plan to rob the Stinemans, said.
SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR
•
,firy 641 • 1172 miles south or
Certified TVA Heat Pump Contractor License iM021H
The Sacramento Bee reported
Glenn Helzer was arrested Monr,cprS
lc Tom Trylor RS
titis 21 Years Esperience In
Ronnie Geurin
753-7728 Murray
Thursday.
Citing
anonymous day on suspicion of robbery, burHaag KY
4!
(15C
1 0 Yaftlt
The Asphalt Industry
Owner
authorities and sources, the news- glary and other charges unrelated
.13d1:IVD • ClOOMOUVH •1ANIA • TILL dWOD • 3111 3IINVE130
paper said Ivan Stineman was to the murders. His brother and
forced to write two checks total- Godman were charged with drug
ing SHX).000 to .Bishop during a possession and unlawfully driving
robbery of the Stinemans' home or taking the Stinemans' van. Jewin Concord. about 30 miles north ett said.
of San Francisco.
Selina Bishop was last seen
with Glenn Helzer at a restaurant
Bishop called a hank inquiring
about how to cash the checks but in Berkeley on Aug. 2. The Mann
1001 Whitnell Avenue
objected when the Stinemans were County Sheriff's Department issued
killed and later fled, the Bee report- a missing persons report for her
Murray, KY 42071
ed. Telephone calls made after after she didn't show for her shift
VISA
Fax (270) 753-1927
business hours by The Associated at the Two Bird Cafe in San
Press to Concord police and the Geronimo on Friday.
Her father. Elvin Bishop, is best
Mann County Sheriff's Department to confirm the report were known for his 1976 pop hit "Fooled
Around and Fell in Love." A
unsuccessful.
spokesman said he had no comAll
victims
three
found
in
the
Recognize a limitation. Deal with anoth- demands with the efficiency you thought. Recognize what you shouldn't share.
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
er's perspective. Your personality helps You know what you need. Follow- Keep a secret. Tonight: Take a night off. Mokelumne River suffered blunt ment.
make a point. Another gets the gist of through counts with another. Make calls. PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20)
your meaning loud and clear. Be gener- Don't put off anything that can be done **** You might not understand
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Aug. ous with family. Tonight: Keep conversa- today. Tonight: TGIF!
exactly what another wants. Don't Worry.
11. 2000:
Thanks to MDA research, the future
tions low-key.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You will hear loud and clear. Another's
Gifts descend upon you this year. You'll CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Reveal your interest, despite perception might be a lot .different than
looks brighter than ever.
not only get what you want, but you'll **** You might not always under- another's strong reaction. Pursue an yours. Willingly discuss different views
also gain financially. You become even stand others. Costs could be piling up as angle that another hasn't even thought of. with a friend. A family member goes out
1-800-572-1717
more generous and giving. This attitude the result of a misjudgment. Refrain from Your innovative thinking draws others. of his way for you. Tonight: Where your
increases your security and financial sta- making a decision involving another's As a result, your finances gain. A boss fnends are.
bility. What you do will be returned in
wants to acknowledge you for a job well
multiples. Emphasize your day-to-day role in your life. Keep discussions flow- done. Accept an offer here. Tonight: BORN TODAY
Muscular Dystrophy Association
life. Work toward an easier and better ing. You finally meet eye to eye. Tonight: Treat yourself well.
Wrestler "Hulk" Hogan (1953). techie
www mdausa org
life. Your career scores high as a priority. Out and about.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Steve Wozniak (1950)
If you are single, you love to socialize, LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your efforts bring positive
and you'll have unusual opportunities to **** The unexpected races through results You smile, and another reacts.
meet others. You weigh a change of sta- your morning. Maintain a sense of Listen carefully to feedback from others.
tus. If you are attached, your relationship humor. As a result, you are energized and Someone at a distance manages to make
IS enhanced by your giving ways. feeling vital. Schedule meetings and your life more pleasant. Discuss a possibrainstorm with friends arid co-workers. ble getaway
CAPRICORN pitches in.
or vacation. Opportunities
Keepsake Monuments, Inc.
Your ideas open new doors. Tonight: blossom.
Tonight: Let your imagination
The Stars Show the- Kind of Day You'll Mosey on home.
soar.
*Computer generated designs
Help us fight amyotrophic
4-Positive; VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Have:
5-Dynamic;
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
•Competitive
lateral
sclerosis,
prices
better
known
***** How you see a situation **** Revelations bloom.
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
and you
as
Lou
Gehrig's
•Memorializati
disease.
on is our only business
could be substantially different as the day react. Be careful about how
wildly you
•Large outdoor and indoor display
progresses. A jolt at work might leave respond. as others are also likely
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
to have
.*** You might be challenged to keep you grasping at straws, but it does ener- strong responses. Creativity grows with
(Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)
Muscular Dystrophy Assoc)a
the lid on certain key situations. gize your creativity. There are no prob- new information A panner whispers in
1-800-572-1717
•
swiss
mdausa
org
3812
U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333
Communication remains active. Deal lems. only solutions. Your efforts could your ear Celebrate good
news.
with a child or loved one. What seems win awards! Tonight: Party the weekend
important might not be to you. Still, in.
honor feelings. Start your day with a car- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your sense of humor comes out
ing gesture. Tonight: Clear out work.
with a friend who sometimes shakes up
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Dealing with pressure and an the status quo. Loosen up and remain
4",. 'New and Used Quality Tires at
important realization challenges your direct with loved ones. Take care of a
.•z -rimit
Affordable Prices
thinking and well-being Refuse to get family member. You know what this perr'"gil %..M.K.
*Excellent
Warranties
locked into negativity. Sometimes you son needs. Give him exactly that.
A Kitchens
A Windows
,i
stronger
'Free Balancing With Tire Purchase
become
need to spend money in order to ease Foundations
A Dry wall
Bathrooms
pressure or make your work easier. Your Understanding builds. Tonight: Opt for a
Accepted
efforts do make a difference Tonight: quiet night.

Cement Boards
11 Grouts IlMortars

JOE SMITH CARPET
HOME
FURNISHINGS

SERVICES OFFERED

Jp,

Need Furniture? Bedding?

•

Lam b Ermtherts

—Moving

(YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS HELP!!!)

IMINMIIIIW111•111:M1311•11111:Ilt

Wiggins Furniture

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.

FREE-ESTIMATES

4ftefreao Siavelard e

270-7594953

Arshihalt Doctor

270-759-2288

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide Call
Kathy or Debra at 753-1916 To Get More Information.
2x2 - $205 — 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

HOROSCOPES

KEEP THE GREEN LIGHT SHINING

TADR

eritage Monument C.
o•I

MDR

CUSTOM BUILT
REMODELING

Don't Neglect Your Tires
This Summer - Arrive Safely!

g IL-A-11-0-.

Take off ASAP
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
**** Work with a partner, especially
when stunning news falls into your lap

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Information might force you to
approach your work and home life differently. Perhaps you weren't juggling

A Siding

A Painting

Call 753-3636

mr el

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Cooper
TIRES
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My wife and I are
short on funds and do not have health
insurance. This is why I am enclosing
a short video tape of her rash, in
hopes that you can diagnose and prescribe.
DEAR READER: You may be at the
forefront of a new medical technology:
video diagnosis. However, I'm afraid I
cannot help you and am returning
your tape. Your wife should really see
a dermatologist, because the cause of
a rash often becomes clear during the
doctorpatient questioning period
known as taking a medical history.
Of course, the appearance of certain
skin lesions is frequently characteristic of a certain disease or condition
but, not being a dermatologist, I don't
feel comfortable diagnosing a rash
unless it is attached to a living, breathing person whom I can question.
I advise you not to put off medical
attention because of financial reasons.
Most good physicians are willing to
see needy patients for free, or for a
reduced fee. When you make the
appointment, discuss your financial
situation with the receptionists — or,
better yet, the doctor himself. I'm confident that you can arrive at a compromise that will be to your wife's advantage. For example, you might be able
to barter.
In my early days of practice, money
was tight for me — and for my
patients. One day, I saw a carpenter
who badly needed treatment for an
infected finger. 1 didn't expect to be
paid, because he was temporarily
unemployed. However, he suggested
that he might perform a few minor
repair chores in return for my medical
skills. As luck would have it, I needed
some window screens repaired, which
he did happily and efficiently. This
arrangement worked splendidly for us
both, and we've remained good
friends ever since. Therefore, don't be
intimidated by the specter of big med-

DEAR ABBY

ical bills; there's more than one way
to skin a cat.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is your
opinion on the "cell therapy" offered
in many Mexican clinics?
DEAR READER: Based on the limited information you supply, I cannot give
you a specific answer, I am not familiar
with this therapy. However, you do
raise an interesting, larger question
that has far-reaching significance.
As a general rule, I am skeptical
about miracle cures or treatments
that have been popularized in foreign
countries but have not gained acceptance in the United States.
Despite its drawbacks, American
medicine is still the best in the world.
In large part, this is the result of the
assiduous testing and cross-checking
required of any therapy, as required
by the U.S. authorities, notably the
Food and Drug Administration.
Moreover, the modern revolution in
communications has virtually eliminated medical provincialism: A true
medical breakthrough in one part of
the world seldom stays secret very
long. It is tested and tried by
American investigators and, if appropriate, released for use in this country.
Conversely, discoveries by U.S. scientists are quickly embraced by
health professionals the world over.
Thus, it is unthinkable that Americans
would be deprived of truly useful therapy developed in a foreign country.
My advice is: Be wary about unfounded health claims made by obscure foreign clinics — until such claims have
been thoroughly investigated and
approved by reputable professionals
using scientific methods. To give you
related information, I am sending you
a copy of my Health Report "Fads II:
Herbs and Healing Fads." Other readers who would like a copy should send
;2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.

DEAR ABBY: Once a year, my
mom, my two sisters and I go
away for an "all-girl" weekend
without husbands and children.
We love this tradition and get
along great.
My problem is the past few
years we have gone to a casino. My
sisters and mom love to gamble,
but I don't enjoy it as much as
they do. I get headaches when I'm
in the casino for any length of
time, and find myself spending
money just to be around them. I've
told them how I feel about the
casino atmosphere, but it hasn't
made a difference.
This year I suggested we go
somewhere that doesn't have gambling, but one of my sisters insists
that this is her only chance to
gamble, so she wants to go somewhere that has a casino. For some
of us, this getaway weekend is our
only chance to see each other. If I
say I don't want to go, I'll miss out
on our reunion. If I go, I'll be miserable. Any suggestions?
MIFFED SIS
IN ORANGE COUNTY,CALIF.

LOOKING BACK

out, they called us and the six of
us had a discussion at our home.
Lois' father suggested — and I
agreed — that they should stay
apart for a time and think about
their relationship and the consequences of sexual activity. At the
time, I presumed that they would
be allowed to see each other again
at some point.
Abby, these are basically good
kids. Neither experiments with
drugs. Both get good grades and
are involved in school activities.
They are good people who made an
error in judgment. I feel we must
make sure they understand that
sex is special and not for just anyone, and that they need to know
the importance of safe sex.
My son told me today that Lois'
father is considering not letting
her leave for college in the fall,
and her mother may quit her job to
stay home to keep an eye on her
during the day. What do you
think?
SAN FRANCISCO DAD

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Glen
Richerson, repairman for South
Central Bell, repairing a cable cut
by a backhoe Aug. 8 on U.S. Highway 641 South which caused about
150 residents and businesses to be
without phone service for three
hours.
Births reported include a boy to
Darla and James Compton, Aug. 4;
a boy to Mitzi and Barry Mason
and a girl to Vonda and Brad
Stewart, Aug. 5; a girl to Becky
and Hugh Kimbro, Aug. 6; a boy to
Sally and Warren Hopkins, a girl to
Krista and Gary Crass and a boy to
Ginger and Fred Kemp, Aug. 7.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of the 409
graduates lining up for commencement exercises at Murray State
University on Aug. 8. Dr. Donald
B. Hunter, associate superintendent
of public instruction at Frankfort,
was the speaker.
As part of his Eagle Scout project, Brent Clark, assisted by seven
fellow members of Boy Scout
Troop 7, located and cleared the
Old Adams Cemetery, located behind the Billy Paschall farm in
southwest part of Calloway
County.
Births reported include a girl to
Lee and Linda Greer, July 25.
Thirty years ago
Kentucky Sen. Marlow Cook
has recommended Steven W. Hamrick, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hamrick of Murray, to serve on the
White House Conference on Youth
next February.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Phil-

DEAR DAD: I think the
young woman's parents have
DEAR MIFFED: An official
overreacted. They can't keep
vote is in order. State your
her under lock and key forevcase clearly, as you have for
er.
me. If you're outnumbered and er They have failed to considthat their daughter will be
the gang wants to plan next
18 in only a few months and
year's trip to another casino, can
legally move out of the
ask them to at least make some
house.
compromise on the amount of
time spent gambling and mix- ierYour attitude is a far healthone for all concerned. As
ing in some other entertainmuch as they might wish to,
ment during the weekend.
they cannot protect their
Keep in mind you needn't
daughter from the realities of
spend every minute with them. life
Find other things to do that very — and by age 18, sex is
much a reality to many
will be of more interest to you
people.
— and then join them for
meals away from the casino.
Alternatively, consider making the next vacation a short
cruise. Some of the larger
ships offer gambling — and
CONTRACT BRIDGE
many other enjoyable activities.
C 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
If it's any comfort, I'm with
you all the way. Gambling has
never appealed much to me. I
DR. GOTT
East dealer.
take. It shouldn't take him long to
prefer a sure thing!
Neither side vulnerable.
conclude that in due course, South
Creating a
c'SAVLVGS
New Century
**
NORTH
is certain to score 10 tricks if left to
of Savings . O.BONDS
# KJ 109
his own devices.
DEAR
ABBY:
My
wife
and
I
Do you have old Savings Bonds?
•K J 73
This determination is arrived
recently
discovered
my
that
son
Check out the Savings Bond Calculator
6
at by weighing two factors: First,
sexu"Lois,"
girlfriend,
are
his
and
at www.savingsbonds.gov to discover
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declarer's high-card tricks are
ally active. They have been seeing
their value. 1-800-4US BOND
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counted,and this comes to eight —
each other about nine months and
+76543
public servwe of this newspaper
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Pass
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contract. The only chance is that a
Opening lead — two of diamonds
club trick can be developed before
South can discard his club losers
This hand features a defen- on dummy's spades.
sive play that could be classified as
Therefore,attrick two Eastleads
difficult because it involves doing a low club into dummy's A-Q-8-4,
something that definitely runs hoping West has the jack. Decontrary to a defender's natural clarer takes the jack with the
instincts. Nevertheless, the play queen,plays the K-A oftrumps and
should be found by a competent leads a spade to the nine.
defender since it offers the only
East wins and returns a second
CAT VI V
chance of defeating the contract. club, driving out dummy's ace.
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RESORTS
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 10, the
223rd day of 2000. There are 143
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 10, 1846, Congress
chartered the Smithsonian Institution, named after English scientist
James Smithson, whose bequest of
$500,000 had made it possible.
On this date:
In 1809, Ecuador struck its first
blow for independence from Spain.
In 1821, Missouri became the
24th state.
In 1969, Leno and Rosemary
LaBianca were murdered in their
Los Angeles home by members of
Charles Manson's cult, one day after actress Sharon Tate and four
other people were slain.
In 1975, television personality
David Frost announced he had purchased the exclusive rights to interview former President Nixon.
In 1977, postal employee David
Berkowitz was arrested in Yonkers,
N.Y., accused of being the Son of
Sam gunman responsible for six
slayings and seven woundings.
Ten years ago: Washington,
D.C., Mayor Marion Barry was
convicted of a single misdemeanor
drug charge and acquitted on another; the judge declared a mistrial
on 12 other counts.
Five years ago: Timothy
McVeigh and Terry Nichols were
charged with 11 counts in the Oklahoma City bombing (McVeigh was
later convicted of murder and is on
federal death row; Nichols was
convicted of conspiracy and involuntary manslaughter).

Subscribe to the
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i TODAY IN HISTORY

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
1 East of Minn
2 Kimono sash
3 Horse doctor
for short
4 Stirred up
5 Yellow fruit
6 Bergman ID
7 — -Magnon
8 Type of nut

lip Bell of Rt. I. Alm°, was destroyed by fire on Aug. 9.
Steven Davenport HI of Arlington. Va., is the new vicar of St.
John's Episcopal Church, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Mon-is were
married 50 years Aug. 7.
Forty years ago
Murray Manufacturing Company will resume operations Aug.
11, according to Verne 0. Kyle,
general manager, in a telegram to
The Ledger & Times. The employees voted to accept the new contract in a meeting here on Aug. 9.
Work had been stopped at the plant
since July 17 after the contract was
rejected by the vote of the employees July 15.
Calloway County Fair, sponsored by Murray-Calloway Jaycees,
will open tonight and continue
through Aug. 13 at the grounds on
Old Concord Road.
Joe Johnston, Russ Taylor,
Henry West, Cy Miller and M.V.
Smith have been elected officers of
Hazel Chamber of Commerce at a
dinner hosted by Dees Bank of Hazel.
Fifty years ago
"Mrs. Edd Adams has her old
job back at the local draft board. It
is really a bustling place these
days," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray'. by James
C. Williams, general manager.
The Rev. Orval Austin has accepted the pastorate of College
Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main
St., Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilkerson, Aug.
4.

22 Unch ID
23 Datum
24 Church
calendar
25 A state
(abbr.)
26 Crafty
30 Rooflike
structure
32 Celestial bear
33 Christmas
song
36 "Law &
Order actor
38 "Lilies of the
Field" Oscar
winner
41 Shipworm
43 Unit of light
45 Computer
abbr
47 Cooled lava
49 Makes wet
50 Egyptian
lizard
51 Horse's color
52 A wide
opening
56 Tibetan
gazelle
58 Period of time
59 Sp. woman
60 Cable
network
63 Football pos
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Cardinal back confident
in UofL's running game
LOUISVILLE (AP) — Louisville running back
Tony Stallings won't predict which team will win
his squad's season-opening showdown with intrastate
rival Kentucky.
He does, however, guarantee he will find the end
zone for the first time in his collegiate career when
the two teams hit the field on Sept. 2.
"Y'all can go ahead and mark it down now,"
Stallings said with a laugh Wednesday during
Louisville's annual football media day at Papa John's
Cardinal Stadium. "You will see me fall flat on my
knees and thank God over and over again. Somebody might even have to come get me."
Stallings enters his junior season with something
to prove.
A dominating runner in high school, he suffered
a season-ending knee injury as he returned a kick
in the second game of his freshman season, was
converted to linebacker the following year and has
been plagued by nagging injuries ever since.
Hampered by a painful ankle sprain last season,
Stallings served as a backup to running back Frank
Moreau but carried the ball only one time for a
gain of one yard.
"My career at running back has consisted of one
carry, one yard and one injury," he said. "It is such
a blessing to be in the positibn that I'm in — that
God has put me in. You look back at these past
four years and look what's happened: knee injury,
ankle injury, position switch, lobbying and lobbying

to get on the offensive side of the ball ...
"I'm in a position now to do some great stutt
It's all I've been dreaming about since high school,
and it's finally here. I'm gonna be smiling all the
time."
Stallings shrugs off suggestions that the backfield
is the Cardinals' most significant question mark
entering the season.
"What does a question mark look like? You take
that little hook off and what's left? A period," he
said. "I'm gonna put a period on the whole thing.
I've worked hard during the offseason. I'm ready."
Louisville coach John L. Smith, who has had a
I,000-yard rusher in each of his two seasons at the
school, admits that he needs a consistent running
game to take some of the pressure off first-year
starting quarterback Dave Ragone.
"It's crucial for us," Smith said. "We'd like to
actually develop a running game even more than
we have in the past. Someone is just going to have
to step up and show us that he's the guy.
"Tony's a good football player who works hard
and is going to give you everything he's got."
Despite losing a host of starters — including
Moreau, quarterback Chris Redman, tight end Ibn
Green, wideout LaveII Boyd, offensive tackles Mark
Grivna and Anthony Byrd, kicker Jon Hilbert and
defensive tackle Mike Gantous — Smith said he
believes this year's squad can be just as good as
last year's, which finished 7-5, if not better.

SPORTS BRIEFS

SOLID GOLD...Murrayans Michael Moode (left) and Yenia
Zaba each won a pair of gold medals in martial arts at
the Bluegrass Summer State Games last July in Lexington. Moode placed first among men 17-30 in advanced
weapons and advanced kata, while Zaba was tops among
all female competitors in kata and kumite.

Local aces No. 3 at Oaks Country Club
Mike Morgan of Murray scored a hole-in-one Saturday at Oaks Country
Club when his 8-iron found the target on the par-3. 150-yard third hole. Playing partners Andy Hatner, Eugene Barnett and Dalton Neal, all of Murray, witnessed the ace

GIVE ME A 'C'...The Calloway County High School boys' varsity cheerleading squad
received superior ribbons and a spirit stick at the end of each day of the Universal
Cheerleading Association Camp held in July at the University of Tennessee-Martin.
Team members Kacey Stark and Lora Sexton were both selected as camp All-Stars bu
the UCA staff. The 2000-01 Laker boys' varsity cheerleaders, sponsored by Dana Stonecipher, are (front row, from left) Kassa Kelso, Stark, Sexton, Whitni Steele, (back row)
Kimberly Griffin, JoAnna Anderson, Rebecca Boyd, Anne-Marie Dunlap, Whitney Puckett and Ashlee Gupton.

White Sox pummel Mariners
By The Associated Press
The Chicago White Sox
answered the Seattle Mariners'challenge with power.
Frank Thomas homered in his
first two at-bats, Tony Graffanino
hit his first career grand slam and
Ray Durham also homered as the
AL Central-leading White Sox routed the Western Division-leading
Mariners 19-3 Wednesday night.
Seattle closed within a half-.
game of Chicago for the AL's best
record by sweeping a road doubleheader Tuesday. But the Sox
scored in each of the first six innings
to stretch their advantage.
"This year's a special season
and we want to let it continue,"
said Thomas, who almost hit a
third homer, but his drive hit the
center-field wall and the slugger
settled for a double.
"We have a very explosive
offense," he said. "When it's clicking, it's very dangerous."
In other AL games, it was Baltimore 5, Detroit 2; Cleveland 6,
Texas 4; the New York Yankees
12, Oakland 1; Tampa Bay 5, Minnesota 4 in 10 innings; Kansas
City 5, Toronto 3; and Boston 4,
Anaheim 2.
Thomas knocked in five runs,
one shy of his career high, and
finished 3-for-4 with a walk.
"Frank looks like he's heating
up," Sox manager Jerry Manuel

said. "If he continues to do that,
he's a guy who can carry us for
a period of time. ... Hopefully,
he's in one of those streaks where
he hits home runs in bunches."
The 19 runs
were a season
high for the
White Sox, topping the 18 they
scored against
the Mariners in
April. Chicago
also had a season-high 24 hits.
"If last night
THOMAS
was long,tonight
was longer," Mariners manager
Lou Piniella said, referring to Tuesday's doubleheader. "They just put
a whipping on us.Jamie Moyer (11-5). who'd won
eight of his last 11 starts, took
the beating. He yielded a careerhigh 11 earned runs and 13 hits
in 3 2-3 innings. His ERA ballooned from 4.50 to 5.30.
Mike Sirotka (10-9) allowed
three runs and eight hits, and he
gave Chicago's worn-out bullpen
some relief by going seven innings.
"We got banged around pretty
good last night and we showed,
once again,that we're a good team,"
Chicago first baseman Paul Konerko said. "I don't think we ever
doubted ourselves, but you want
to nip things early.

Dallas corner Smith considering retirement
By The Associated Press
Dallas Cowboys cornerback Kevin Smith is
at home deciding whether to retire after a
nine-year career that began with Super Bowl
titles his first two seasons.
"Kevin came in here with hopes of playing. At this point, he's making some decisions based on how he feels," coach Dave
Campo said Wednesday. "I think he'll make
a relatively quick decision."
Dallas already was in a bind at cornerback
by having to replace Deion Sanders. Veteran
Ryan McNeil was signed to start on one side,
and coaches were hoping Smith could hold
down the other while three draft picks cut
their teeth in the NFL.
Smith was a first-round draft pick from

Texas A&M in 1992. He became a starter late ment with Cincinnati on a one-year deal.
The team's Web site reported that the conin his rookie year and was part of Super Bowl
champion teams is first two seasons and tract is worth $3 million, more than twice the
$1.37 million tender offer Dillon turned down
another Super Bowl his fourth year.
in June.
Cowboys
the
leaves
also
departure
Smith's
The Bengals have been increasing pressure
without yet another link to their glory days
Dillon to sign after failing to work out the
on
of the mid-1990s. Michael Irvin and Daryl
deal.
multiyear
offensive
and
summer,
this
retired
Johnston
A restricted free agent, Dillon had been
tackle Erik Williams also is away from camp
threatening to miss the season's first 10 games
mulling retirement.
and play only in the last six so that he could
eight
only
leave,
Williams
Should Smith and
players would remain from the Cowboys' most become an unrestricted free agent next season.
recent Super Bowl team in 1995.
Last week, the Bengals notified Dillon that
Bengals
Holdout running back Corey Dillon, under unless he signed and reported in time for the
pressure to sign before Friday night's exhibi- Atlanta game, he would be ineligible for the
tion game with Atlanta, has finally reached agree- first regular-season game on Sept. 10.

and an RBI double as New York
dealt Kevin Appier his worst loss.
Andy Pettitte (13-6) took a
shutout into the eighth inning and
won his fourth straight start. Jorge
Posada and Bernie Williams hit
solo home runs as New York sent
the visiting A's to their fourth
straight loss.
Appier (10-9) gave up 10 runs
in only 3 2-3 innings.
Devil Rays 5, Twins 4
Miguel Cairo walked and scored
the winning run in the bottom of
the 10th when shortstop Cristian
Guzman mishandled Jose Guillen's
o. rounder

"We're not giving up. We're
planning on winning this thing."
Orioles 5, Tigers 2
Jose Mercedes (7-4) limited
Detroit to two runs on five hits
with six strikeouts and a walk in
seven-plus innings. Mercedes is 62 as a starter — the only Baltimore starter with a winning record.
Rookie Ryan Kohlmeier got the
last three outs for his second save.
Willie Blair (8-3) had a threegame winning streak snapped after
he allowed five runs on 10 hits
in seven-plus innings at home.
Yankees 12, Athletics 1
Tino Martinet hit a grand slam

E30.a.5.3
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MAJOR LEAG UE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
45 .605
69
Atlanta
3
47 .580
65
New York
11
56 .509
58
Florida
59 .464 16
51
Montreal
63 .438 19
49
Phiiadelphia
Central Division
—
52 540
61
St Louis
5
57 496
56
Cincirirat
8
60 469
53
Chicago
48
65 425 13
Pittsburgh
47
67 412 14 1/2
Milwaukee
377 18 1/2
71
43
Houston
West Division
—
48 571
64
San Francisco
3
52 544
62
Arizona
5 1/2
522
54
59
Los Angeles
9
57 491
55
Colorado
465 12
61
53
San Diego
Wednesday's Games
Florida 5. St Louis 3
Colorado 4, Pittsburgh 3
San Francisco 9, Milwaukee 3
Cincinnati to, Atlanta 6
Philadelphia 3, San Diego 2
N.Y. Mets 12, Houston 5
Montreal 4, Arizona 3
Chicago Cubs 5 Los Angeles 4. 10 innings
Today's Games
Colorado at St Louis, 2.10 p.m
N.Y. Mets at Houston, 305 p.m.
San Diego at Phiiadelphia, 635 p.m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
560
48
61
New York
4 1/2
53 518
57
Boston
5 1/2
509
57
59
Toronto
62 .446 12 1/2
50
Baltimore
63 .438 13 1/2
49
Tampa Bay
Central Division
—
45 .602
68
Chicago
8
52 532
59
Cleveland
60 464 15 1/2
52
Detroit
460 16
61
52
Kansas City
64 448 17 1/2
52
Minnesota
West Division
—
47 .588
67
Seattle
5
51 .545
61
Oakland
8 1/2
56 513
59
Anaheim
59 .473 12 1/2
53
Texas
Wednesdays Games
Baltimore 5, Detroit 2
Cleveland 6. Texas 4
N.Y. Yankees 12. Oakland 1
Tampa Bay 5, Minnesota 4. 10 innings
Kansas City 5. Toronto 3
Chicago White Sox 19, Seattle 3
Boston 4, Anaheim 2
Today's Games
Oakland at NY. Yankees. 11 05 am
Minnesota *at Tampa Bay, 11 15 am
pm
.
Baltimore at Detroit. 1205
Toronto at Kansas City. 1 05 p m
Seattle at Chicago White Sox, 1 05 p.m
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Rueter earns win,
gets new contract
SAN FRANCISCO(AP)— Kirk the second inning, Paul Rigdon
Rueter got a win and a new con- (0-2) walked Marvin Benard, Bill
Mueller and Barry Bonds to load
tract on the same day.
Rueter's new three-year deal the bases for Kent, who hit the
with San Francisco came after he first pitch into the left-field bleachscattered five hits in seven innings ers for his 27th homer.
as the Giants .beat the Milwaukee
"I'm just trying to throw strikes,
Brewers 9-3 Wednesday.
and he hit it right out of the
"Today will always be special park," Rigdon
with the new contract," the left- said. "I'd be all
hander said. "I wanted to stay in right if it was a
San Francisco."
solo home run,
Rueter (8-7) also got his first but you get the
walks
RBI in the game. Jeff Kent hit a three
grand slam, the first for this sea- before, and that
makes it tough."
son and the ninth of his career.
Mueller hit a
"It feels good know I'll be
coming back to San Francisco," solo home run
Rueter said. "It feels good to get off Rigdon in the
RUETER
first inning that
it done."
bounced
along
second-inning
grand
slam
Kent's
gave him 102 RBIs for the year, the walkway atop the right-field
making him the seventh Giants wall.
Rueter's RBI single in the third
player to have four straight 100
inning off Everett Stull put the
RBI seasons.
"I was just hoping it would get Giants up 6-0. San Francisco pitchaway from the left fielder," Kent ers have driven in runs in four
straight games.
said about the slam.
Snow added an RBI double for
With San Francisco up 1-0 in

the Giants in the sixth.
The Brewers' first run came on
Jose Hernandez's RBI double off
Rueter in the seventh.
Ron Belliard hit a run-scoring
triple and Richie Sexson added an
RBI grounder for the Brewers in
the eighth inning off reliever Doug
Henry.
In the bottom of the eighth,
Felipe Crespo's sacrifice fly scored
Ramon Martinez before Armando
Rios' RBI triple brought home
Snow.
Rueter, who lost two of three
previous starts, last won on July
20 against the San Diego Padres.
His only strikeout Wednesday
came in the first inning, when he
caught Charlie Hayes swinging with
the bases loaded.
Rigdon, acquired by the Brewers in a July 28 trade with the
Cleveland Indians, was making his
third start with the Brewers.
He lasted just two innings, allowing five runs on three hits and
six walks.
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DO IT THIS WAY...Calloway County assistant coach Brian Wilmurth instructs a Laker
player during practice Wednesday. The Lakers will face Heath in a scrimmage Friday.
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IT'S MY BALL...Murray High junior Mallary France battles a member of the MHS alumni team during the
school's varsity girls' alumni game Wednesday.

Irvin arrested on
marijuana charge
PLANO, Texas (AP) — Police
looking for someone else arrested
former Dallas Cowboys wide
receiver Michael Irvin for marijuana
possession.
Irvin and 2I-year-old Nelly
Adham of Dallas were arrested at
a north Dallas apartment by an
FBI task force Wednesday. They
were taken into custody at Plano
City Jail and charged with possession of less than 2 ounces of
marijuana, a Class B misdemeanor,
Plano Police Department Sgt. Mark
Hunt said.
Irvin said he simply was in the
wrong place at the wrong time
and described the arrest as an
unfortunate coincidence.
"I really don't know what went
on. I was visiting somebody and
the police came looking for somebody else and I was in the house,"
Irvin said after his lawyer signed
for his release.
"They tore the house up and
they found I guess what you would
call a roach, a half a joint, and
that's why I got arrested,- he said.
Irvin said police found "nothing on me ... They impounded my
car, they searched my car, and
they found nothing in my car.
That's all I gotta say." Irvin then
departed in a sport-utility vehicle.
Maximum punishment on a Class
B misdemeanor is a $2,000 fine
and 180 days in jail.
FBI spokeswoman Lori Bailey
said officers from a drug task
force went to the apartment to
arrest a woman for heroin trafficking as part of a regional sweep.
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Thomasville Broyhill
•
Henredon
Lane /Action Simmons
•

Serta
Kincaid
G.E.
Keller
Kiausnner

• La-Z-Boy
• American Sleep
- Pennsylvania
House
- Ashley

*Just A George (1 Dollar down will buy...)
Phenomenal Savings & Value

*Just A George (1 Dollar down will buy...)
High Quality & Exquisite Style

*Mat A George (1 Dollar down will buy...)
Your choice from the largest selection in the
Tr -sate area with a two-million dollar inventory
MICHAEL IRVIN
The woman named in the warrant
was not at the apartment, but Irvin
and Adham — described as a
friend of Irvin's — were there
with marijuana, Hunt said.
"This is total happenstance. We
had no prior knowledge he was
going to be in there," Bailey said.
It was the second time in less
than five years Irvin was charged
with a drug crime. In 1996, he
pleaded no contest to seconddegree felony cocaine possession
in exchange for four years of
deferred probation, a $10,000 fine
and dismissal of misdemeanor marijuana possession charges from the
same incident.
Carl Duke, spokesman for the
Plano Police Department, said he
understood officers found marijuana
on Irvin, but Irvin denied it.
Cowboys owner Jerry Jones said
he would reserve comment until
he knew more details.
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• Living Rooms • Curio
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sofas
- Recliners
Cabinets
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